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PREFACE .• 

llf the author's larger work, on P.athetism, will be ·roand 
w)lat ia beliend to be an approach towards the true Philoao-

J phy of " The Mysteries, Mi.feries and Felicities of Humtm 
Nature." The present book is designed to show the Practi
cal Uses to which that Philosophy may be applied. And, aa 
hnperfect aa this little work most be, from the extreme brev
ity which baa been constantly s~died in its composition, yet, 

. I believe the candid reader will here find more practical 
information-on the subject treated upon, than in any or all tba 
books, old or new, that . have ever been published. . The 
author's facilities for observation, in this field of inquiry, ha'fe 
neither been few nor of short duration. Twenty yean a 
clergyman,-most of this time acti'fely engaged in what are 
called " revivals of religion ;"-in the midst of those popular, 
sympathetic excitements, which ha't'e, for centuries, gi'fen 
~ to many of the most strange, diversified and wonderful 
Psychological Phenomena, that perhaps, ever did, or ever can 
take place ;-and, r:r Len years a pul:>lic, experimental lee- . 
turer on Mental Philosophy. During the greater portion Ot' ·' 
this thirty ye81'11, my iD'featigationa haYe been carried 011, nOt 
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P1tEF.ACE. 

tor the parpoee of CODfirming any preeoneei'fed theory, bet ill 
order to arri'fe at a ·satisfactory knowledge of the JMt!Jtd of 
miDd. Tbe objed in my experiments, from first to Jut, baa 
been, to find, if, possible, what the truth is. For this purpose 
I hno entratlced many thousands of persons, six hundred or 
more of whom have had surgical operations performed ·on 
them, without the consciousness of pain. In numerons cases • • 
I have thus broken up the habit of Stammering, and destroyed , 
the appetite Cor Tobacco, Tea, Coffee, Opium, and lntozicating 
Liquors; ha'fe cared Dll'FICULTIIES in the power of S~ech, 
ha'fe restored numbers from a state of hopeless despair, and 
ituanity, and completely annihilated from the mind a tendency 
to crime, uot excepting that of suicide ! All the phenomena 
peculiar to a state of Trance, E:ctiUis, Clairvoyance, &c., 
whether Idiopathic, Suggestive, or Volitional, and · in a 
variety of forms, and cases, far too numerous to be put down 
here in detail, hne, for this series of years, presented them
ae)Yes before me for examination. Nor these alone, but those 
results superinduced upon the nervous system, by the " impon
derable 11uids," by the .. spheres" of metals, by milte1'dls, by 
air, food, cold, beat, light, darkness, sound, color, odor, bo-
dily and mental exercise, associations, and in a word, by every 
thing in nature, real or imaginary, which may be brought in 
contact with the body, or occupy the mind. 

Such ha'fe beea the aothw's adnn1ages for acq~~iring, ~ 

merely a knowledge of Human Naiure in general, but also a 
practical acquaintance with ibat ~culiar class of its mysteric$ 
of which aome explan&Uon i.a attempted in the following 
pages. 

While it i.a certain, thai this subject has !Lttracted the atten
tion of some of the most intelligent minds of tbe present and 
put agea. it is much. t.o b.o reifC\\ed, that, perhaps, from their 
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PR&P'AOE, 

DelleMt i& bu faileD ioWl tile banda oC a feww~o h&Ye ao 
udly m~lijiH ud misrepreaented ita prac&ical importance 
w.ler ~e ~emlilaftce of cel1aio cabalutic names, and, for 
&eachiog the " secret» to the uninitia&ed, enormotU pricu 
have been charged. In this way, multitudes of honest people 
have been set1erely tazed, and thus compclkd to pay for &be 
support of arrant charlatanism, they have been prevented from 
giving to thie.aubject that attention which ita intrinsic impor
tance ao evidently demands. However, such, we shall find, 
have been the difficulties with which the higher forma of 
.cience have always had to contend, auch have always been 
the unfounded pretensions, the pedantic empiricism, and the 
rank deception, cluJracterUtic of" Alchemy," ancient and mod
em, under wnatever guise it may have appeared. 

But, I shall be told, perhaps, that some of this blame falls 
~ on the author of Pathetism, for having, years ago, made knoum 

hie new theory in respect to processes for controlling the ner
vous system. I admit it, though I must confeaa I did not 

' 

, once anticipate, in 1841, what uses cupidity might, indeed, 
make of the information which I published, ~reely, to the 
world. Still, I cannot abate my confidence in the ultimate 
intelligence of TBJC PJCOPLJC; which is the only safeguard, (the 
beat" Talisman") against imposition in Theology, Philosophy 

or Science. To increase the aggregate of this JmOWLariea, 

is the object in the re-publication of this book. 

How much importance will yet be attached to the Idea of 
Patbetiam which I have spent some thirty years of my life in 
matoriog, it is, of course, not for me to determine. That it is 
now generally heliet1ed to be true, is manifest from the radical 

change which it hu everywhere wrought in the manner of 
iDclucing "meameric" l'CSul&a, not in tbia country merely, IMat 
&180 in Europe. Nor ia it anrtlUOnable to hope, that, l.mliBr • 
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w~er Dames (aew or old) this idea ie pneea&ed, yet, It 
lball be applied for .. doing good to the aoall and bodies or 
mea," ud ita !Nat aDd light practically diftbaed tllrclqboli& 
&he world. · 

.. 
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BOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY. 

NOMENCLATURE. 

' 1. IT is worthy of notice that, while various terms 

, 
, 

have come into use, from the earliest ages, to sig· 
nify the means, or the processes, by which certain 
abnormal changes have been brought about in the 
nervous system, during the whole of this time 
there does not seem to have been any name invented 
to signify ' the philosophy of their induction. On 

· arriving, therefore, at what I supposed to be the 
rationale of all artificial impressitms made upon the 
human mind, I found the want of a suitable word 
by which the whole subject could be designated. 
Before explaining that term, however, let us briefly 
examine what preceding ages had done towards 
furnishing us with Ukas, 'both ~ it respects certain 
results supposed to be induced, and also the meam 
or processes by which they were brought about. 

1• 

• 
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10 BOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY. 

Apparition. 

2. Although this word simply means, something 
seen, p~rceived, observed, or seeming to be (from, 
appear), yet it has by use been applied to what 

· was supposed to be supernatural, or a mental hal
lucination. 

"The heavenly bands, 
Down from a sky of lighted jasper, now, 
In Paradise, and on a hill made halt; 
A glorious apparition, bad not doubt, 
And carnal fear, that day, dimmed Adam's eye." 

Milton, Par. Lost, b .. ix. 

The human mind may be artificially operated 
upon by ~arious ptbcesses, so as to induce percep· 
tions that might be designa~d by this term. (8.) 

'' Ia the room of the frightful spectre•, there now en
tered a second dance of apparitiOM, very agreeably 
matched together, and made up of very agreeable phan· 
toma."-Spectator, No. 3. 

Catalepsy. 

8. From a Greek word, which signifies se~ng, to 
take, invade. A sudden seizure of the nervous sys· 
tern, in which th~ external senses are suspende?. 
When it comes on spontaneously, the eyes remain 
open, and all the muscles are fixed in one position, 
while the mind becomes wholly unconscious. It 
may be brought on by artificial meims, and is, per
haps, as good a term as any now in use to specify 
that state induced by Pathetism, for rendering per• 

• 
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eons insensible to pain while surgical operations 
are performed upon them. (122.) 

Clairvoyance. 

4. A French word, which literally signifies~,.. 
sightedness, a power attributed to persons (usually) 
in a state of traBce, of seeing what is not cogniza· 
ble by either of the external senses. While it 
must be admitted that, by many, much more has 
been claimed in behalf of this power than ,vas ever . 
sufficiently proved to be true,* yet the power itself 
is nevertheless a reality. If we admit the fact of 
Intuition, we admit all that is necessary in regard 
to Clairvoyance. • 

The results which have been developed by this _ 
power, may be divided into four classes: (1.) Tho 
first may comprehend, what is peculiar to certain 
persons jn their normal state. By intuition, they 
describe accurately what is not present to the ex· 
ternal senses. Swedenborg and Zschok.ke were of 
this class. 

(2.) The second may include those cases where it 
has been developed in a state of spotaneous trance. 
Dr. Franklin was an instance of this kind.t He 
speaks of his having gone into the water to swim, 
where he remained for nearly an hour, but of wliich 

* Dr. Gregory's Letters on Animal Magnetism (otherwise a mOAt 
interesting and valuable work), contains numerous caaea or thia 
clas.'!. • 

f N umerou8 similar caaea ere deacribed in the author'• work OD 

Patbetiem, New York edition or 1843, pp. nll-280 • 

• 
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BOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY. 

he knew nothing till he found himself in. the aet 
of putting on his clothes. 

(3.) This power is in some cases developed in a 
Rtate of insanity.* 

(4.) In cases of the induced Trance, by Pathetism. 
ATJ.d under this head, Clairvoyance may be sub· 
divided thus :-(1.) Such cases as result from sym· 
pathy with one or more minds ; describing things 
known, to minds with whom the patient is at the 
time associated by Pathetism. (2.) Such descrip· 
tions ali· persons entranced by Patheti~m, give of 
things wholly unknown to the mind of the oper· 
ator at the time. This is sometimes called "inde~ 
pendent clairvoyance." And (3.) when the trance 
is selft'nduced; as m·any persons, especially after 
having been once pathetized, acquire the power of 
changing their states from the normal to a state of 
trance, so as to become clairvoyant. And (4.) in 
cases of Dreamt'ng. Many of the best cases of clair· 
voyance, of which I ever had personal knowledge, 
have been developed in a state of dr~m£ng.t 

Dreamiu~r. 

5. The word dream is said to come from dormire, 
to sleep, because it has been used to signify the 
thoUghts which occur during sleep. 

" The vision said : and vanished from his eight, 
The dreamer wakened in a mouhful fright, 
Then pulled his drowsy neighbor and declared, 
What in his slumber he had seen and heard." 

*See Patbeti.m, Boston edition of 184'1, p. 11'1. 
t See Spiritual Philo.opher, No. 2. 

• 

-Dry deft. 
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DOUBLE OONSCIOUSNES& 18 

·During ordinary sleep, when the mental organs 
remain, or become more or less excited, it consti
tutes -dreaming, and the character of the dream is 
determined by the organs of the mind which par· 
ticipate in it.'' Very many of the descriptions 
given by persons in a state of Tr.ance, amount to 
nothing more nor less than what is ·common to 
ordinary. caseS of dreaming. And, when the Trance 
is artificially induced, the patient may be made to 
dream in his normal sleep, by simply giv.ing him 
directions to do so. (114.) 

Double Consciousness. 

6. This term has been used.to signify the case 
of such persons, as spontaneously, or from exter· 
rial influences, live, as it were, in two distinct Indi· 
vidualitiea, so distinct, that when in one state they 
have no recollection of the other. It is common 
in cases of Somnambulism and Trance, and is one 
of the most interesting and mysterious things 
involved in the whole subject. It is manifestly 
connected with the philosophy of Memwy, and 
which must be better understood before we can 
attempt to account for it. t . 

Sometimes it has been called ''Divided Con· 
sciousness." If it is to be accounted for by sup· 
posing that the two b1·ains of the patient (as they 

* For some original views as to- the real nature of .Zetp and 
dreaming, see Pathetism (Boston, 184'7,) pages 32, 8'7. 

t Some new views of Memory will be found in the author'a 
lurrwnrk, • Pathetiem" (184'1,) page 6'1. 

• 
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BOOX OJ.I' PSYCHOLOGY. 

are double) are in two different states, one awako 
and the other asleep, at the same time, this will 
give an idea as to bow Consciousness may be divi· 
ded. But the truth is, we have cases of triple 
CQnsciousness, or even quadruple ; that is, cases 
where certain persons pass from one state to others, 
and, when in one state, they have no memory of 
either. This fact will enable us to account for the 
way in which clairvoyants sometimes get know· 
ledge of books and things. They may read a book 
in one state, and in another state, when they do 
not remember to have done so, they may give an 
account of what they have read, without being 
aware of the manner in which their information 
was obtained. 

Ecstasy. 
. . 

7. Removed from its normal place. Thus, when 
the soul is exalted in a state of Trance, or very much . 
excited with emotion, from whatever cause. It is 
sometimes written extase or extasis, ex from, and 
istasthai to place; :when the mind is unsettled, and 
removed from its normal condition. 

·And whether thnt wl1ich we call eztaty be not dreRm• 
iag with the t>yes open, I leave to be examined. 

Locke on Hum. Und. b. IJ. c. 19 .• 

"This is the very coinage of your brain 
This bodiless creation eztuy is Yery cunning in
Ham. Eztasy1 
My pulse as yours doth temperately keep time, 
And makes as healthful music. "-Shakspeare. 

Writers upon this su~ect have generally, agreed 

• , 
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GHOST. 15 

in using this term to designate the most exalted 
•tate which the mind can reach, while in the body. 
It is certain, that most of what are called the 
"higher phenomena," such as clairvoyance, inter· 
vision, prevision and intuition, occur in a state of 
extase. Having myself seen very many cases, or 
what were supposed to be the highest, I do not 
'hesitate to say, that they present some of the most 
interesting phenomena, that eyer attracted the at· 
tention of human beings. To describe these states 
iS impossible. They must be witnessed to be appre
ciated. It is common among the Roman Catholics 
and various other sects of Ch'ristians, and is often 
brought on by religious. excitement.* My own 
mind was first impressed with a desire to study 
the rationale of these mysterious phenomena, by 
witnessing the. Trance, aRd cases of ecstasy which 
occurred in " revivals of religion," and in congre· 
gations where I was accustomed to preach, some 
thirty years ago. (41.) 

Ghost. 

8. A word that may be said to signify any thing 
seen: a vision, a spirit, who has lei\ the human · 
body. It is nearly synonymous with apparition, 
though more generally used to designate a spiritual 
form:-

• See "Letter from tbe Earl of Sbrew\bury, Deecriptive of the 
eatatica of Caldara and Addolorata of Capriaoa." New-York, 
Coperly and Sons, 1848. A Review of tbia pamphlet will a. 
hod in Pathetism, edition of 1848, p. 184. 
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18 BOOK OF PSYCHOJ.OGY. 

'!The glttlst• rejected are the unhappy crew, 
Deprived of sepulchres and funeral due, 
The boatman, Charon, those the buried host 
He ferries over to the further .coast." 

Dryden, Virg. En. b. VI. 

Psychology easily accounts for many appear· 
ances to which this term has been· applied, as wo 
know, that when the mind is abnormally excited, 
it may sec ghosts, or any thing else, which come& 

. within the range of the imagination. (72.) 
I suppose the following account (published at 

the time) gives a description of the first expcrt'ment 
of this kind which was performed in a promiscu· 
ous public assembly : 

" Mr. Sunderland informed the audience that he would 
induce that &tate of Mental Hallucination called 'second 
sight,' on a person in the waking condition. And sure 
enough, the lady, with her eyes wide open, arose, and 
stretched out her hands towards what she took to be her 
deceased father! And what was still more remarkable, if 
possible, at this instant, another lady, who sat near, and 
one who had never been mesmerized at all, gave a most 
piercing shriek, declaring that she also saw the spirit of 
her deceased sister ; and it was some minutes before Mr. 
Sunderland succeeded in composing her mind.''-Provi
clencc Evening Chronicle, Oct. 21, 1843. 

Halluciaation. 

9. A state of mind in which one errs, blunders, . 
and offends against the light of reason. 

"Adorning richly, for the poet's sake, 
.Some poor hallucinating scribe's mistake."-Byrom • 

. And, is it a desirable condition of mind, for one 
pel'ROn to be so impressed, or controlled by another, 
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that il6 Mttriot ten· the difference between truth 
and falsehood, between a walking-cane and a 
snake? 

Perhaps, we have no word which more aptly 
expresses a certain class of ''experiments"- ·on 
persons in a "waking state," of which so much 
.has been made, during the last two years, than 
this. All that has been done, under the new 
term!3 (whieh the reader will find referred to in the . 
following pages) is included in the term hallucina· 
tion, and, not unfrequently has it happened, that 
the "lecturer," "Dr.," or "Prof.," as he styled 
himself, has been as much hallucinated as any 
one upon whom his influence was exerted.* 

Such is the power of association, that, for a time, 
those operated upon· artificially, become really hal· 
lucinated or insane. Instances have come under 
my notice, where persons had been demented and 
remained permanently insane by the process of 
'' Mesmerism."t Hallucination, whether sponta· 

' * " I would oncl! more repeat that Animal Magnetism ia not a play 
tbiog, not a toy, not the amusement for an idle boor, not the mcana 
of gratifying a morbid craving C.1r novelty or the marvelous. AU 
aueb uses of it I abjure, and protest against as abuses. Neither ia 
it a thing to be exhibited to gaping-crowds for money ; to erowda 
who stare and laugh, and go away thinking'it very strange or very 
funny. It ia a serious subject, well worthy of the most earnest 
and devout attention we can g;ive it It is painful to see it abused 
to raise a laugh, and,~. so strongly do I feel this, that, for my own 
ebano, I object to all ezhibition of it, public or private, and onl1 
admit an exception when the exhibitor ia in earnest and hie object 111 
to convince thoee who feel an equaUy sincere desire for the truth. 
A~l · exhibitiollll io which mere amusement is the o'lijeot, tend to de
grade acieoee, and to retard .ita progreu."-Dr. W. Gngorg, Lit 
,_ em ..dtainuJl.Magrtllitm, p. 2112. 

t :Mere ::eapeeially by. prooeaaea 1mdet the name of • Electrleal 
· Pay~," "Meatal Alcbemy," etc. · · 
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neoua or arti1icially induced, is a state of tempo
rary inMJnity.* 

Iliad on. 

10. This term, more than the preceding, refer8 
to the sense of sight, the other includes the state 
of the whole mind, not one of its faculties merely. 

Illusion, from iUudere, to play or sport upon. 
To cheat, deceive, beguile. A state of mind, in 
which the patient is wholly or partially deceived 
by false appearances. 

"The wanton's ebanos, howeYer bright, 
Are like the false ill!Uive light, 
Whose flattering inauspicious blaze 
To precipices oft betrays."-Thomson. 

S~ch are the impressions made upon the mind 
by artificial experiments, that the sense of sight is 
either wholly suspended, or so perverted, that one 
Wibk object is taken for another. 

lmatrination. 

11. That power of the human mind, by which 
it forms to itself such conceptions, fancies, images, or 
representa.ti<ms, ·as "re fa~ely taken for realities. 
Hence, we put it in the category of ,influences or 
agencies which operate upon the nervous system, 
and, powerful, indeed, it must be, when we know, 

•" I entirely disapprove or eauaing violent puaions or emotioD1; 
aa I do al1111 or all those in which atrong andfalu impresaiooa, espe
cially or a diMgreeable nature, are made on the otind. Such q;. 
per!menta are not juatift&ble."-Dr. W. GrllfO"ll• UIUr' • Af&i. 
tnaJ Jlagrut;.,., p. lot. 
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that it has brought on every imaginable form of 
disea8e, of fanaticism, and insanity ; and, even 
death itself has been produced by it:-

" Lo, what a great thing ~ affection, 
Men may die of imagination, 
So deep may impreaaions be taken." 

-ld. Miller'• Tak. 
In using this term we should always bear in 

mind· that, while the fancy, or conception of. the 
mind may be false, and, therefore, merely in the 
imagination, the change which that conception in
duces in the nervous system, is not imaginary but 
real, and it is the business of philosophy to explain 
how this comes to pass. (62.) 

Diraele. 
12. Into the Theological sense in which this 

term is used, it is not the object of this work to 
enter. The proper signification of the word is, to 
wonder, s9mething wonderful, unusual, and beyond 
the power of the spectators to comprehend. Such 
things have ·happened in all ages of the world, 
nor do ·they necessarily imply n. Sttapens'tOn of any 
of the laws of nature. That whicl:i is done, under 
this name, must come to pass according to some 
LAW, though we may not see, or know what that 
law is. 

In some religious sects besides the Papists and 
Mormons, the belief prevails, at the present time, 
in miracles wrought by supernatural power, or by 
power which inten-upts the laws of nature.* 

• See • Diecourl!e on Miracles wrought in the Roman Ot.&bal.il 
Charcb,• 16'16. And • The Boo'k of Mormoo. • 
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Pban&asy. 

18. From a Greek word which signifies to sMne, 
to appear. That which merely appears to the mind, 
not external, but an idea of something, which is
not· rea!:-

" All the interim is 
Like a pAantmn or a hideous dream.-8luWpecr•. 

It is a remarkable fact, that the descriptions which 
Emanuel Sweden borg gives of phantasies produced 
by spirits acting upon one another, are identical 
with the results produced by Pathetism, or so much 
like them, that one might be taken for the other. 
He says: 

; ~·There are spirits who indites such appearances by 
phantaiies, thnt they seem as if they were not. For ex· 
ample: if anything is seen in the shade, or by moonlight, 
or even in open day, if the object be in a dark place, those· 
spirits keep the mind of the beholder, fixedly and unceas· 
ipgly, in the thought of some particular thing, either of 
an animal or a monster, or a forest, or some such thing; 
and so long as the mind is kept in this thought the phan· 
ta.sy is increased, and that, to such a degree, that the per
son is persuaded, 11nd sees just as it' the things were really 
there, when, nevertheless, they are nothing but illusions. 
Such occurrences take plAce with those who indulge much 
in phantasies, and are in infirmity of mind, and hence 
are rendered credulous. Such are visionaries."-A. 0. 
196G. 

Phrenopathy. 

14. This term was first used in the author's work 
on Pathetism, * to signify those experiments per· 

* lWitiaD of 1M3, p. 118. 
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formed on the mind by placing the fingers on the 
sep~te organs of the brains. From phren is, mind, 
and pasclw, to feel, experience, be acted upon. 

Second Sight. 

15. A peculiar sense which some people seem to 
possess of seeing persons and things that are not 
present. It is said to have been quite common in 
certain parts of Scotlapd, in Ireland, and many 
other parts of the world. We may admit, that 
much that has passed under this name is to be · 
traced to the excited cerebral system of the patient, 
while perhaps there may have been cases where 
spontaneous clairvoyance has been developed, so 
as to give a sight of persons at a distance. It is a 
common experiment in Pathetism, to so control the 
patient's mind that he may have the most vivid 
conceptions of persons that are not present at the 
time. (8.) • 

This term is also applied to ~revision, or the 
sight, or perception of events before they come to 
pass.* 

Somnambulism. 

16. This term properly signifies sl«p-wallcing, 
and should not therefore be applied to anything 
else. It has, however, been improperly used to 
designate a state of Trance, where there was no 
muscular action at all. 

*See Pathetiam (1843, p. 191), and oditioo of 1847~ p. 109. 
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So•alpatby. 

17. Sympathetic sleep; a state of Trance, super· 
induced by sympathy, or by any given process 
adopted for this purpose. So Somnipathist signi· 
fi.es a person in that state. ' 

Spectre. 

18. The same as apparition ; the semblance or 
ap~earance of one who is dead. 

" The ghosts of traitors from the bridge descend, 
With bold fantastic spectres to rejoiee."-.Dryden. 

Sympathy. 

. 19. As this idea runs through the theory ex· 
plained in this work, it will be well for the reader 
to bear it constantly in mind. It is applied to 
tMngs as well as men; to causes and effects :-

(1.) In Nattil'al Science it is used to signify the 
tendency of one thing to act upon another. Thus 
we say, there is a sympathy between_ the iron and 
the loadstone. 

(2.) In Medicine or Pathology, it is said to be 
sympathy when there is a ·" consent of parts," or a 
correspondence of various .organs in similar sensa· 
tions or conditions. 

(3.) An agreement in the affections, which make!J 
two persons agreed with each other. 
· (4.) Ft-llow-feeling for another in distress. 
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Tranee. 

20. Supposed 'to come from a Latin word, signi· 
fying a passing over, or beyond. A state in which 
the spirit seems to have passed beyond all influ
ences, through the external senses. It is said of 
the apostle Peter, that 

"He fell into a trance, and saw heaven opened."-Act1 
10: 10. ' 

This is a much better term by which to signify 
a certain state, than that of sleep, which has often 
been used in its stead. The term sleep cannot 
apply to any state in which the mind is perfectly 
conscious, and carries on conversation with others, 
as persons in the trance are known to do. 

Thus-far in respect to results. Now let us exam
me the terms used to designate the means, or causes 
of their induction: 

Amulet. 

21. A name applied to stones, metals, plants or 
any substance worn upon the neck or on the body 
for guarding and preserving the wearer against 
disease, witchcraft, and evils of all kinds. (A, fr<?m,
and moles, a heap or mass.) To drive away, to 
repel. Anciently, in the days of ignorance, they 
were common, as indeed they are now, among the 
Arabs, the American Indians, Africans, &c. 

The phylacterteB* of the Jews were worn for a 

* Ez. 18 : 9, 1.6. 
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similar purpose, as they are to the present day. 
These· were little boxes or rolls of parchment, 
whereon were written certain . words from their 
sacred writings. 

The "car-rings" and " gods" which the patriarch 
Jacob is said to have buried "under the oak by 
Sachem,"* would seem to come under this head. 
Josephus,t indeed, informs us that king Solomon 
employed the aid of a " charm" or " spell" for the 
purpos~ of assisting the virtues of a plant in the 
cure of epilepsy. 

All substances worn about the body for keeping 
'Off disease, may be denominat~d Amulets. By the 
Jews they were called Kamea, by the Greeks, Phy
lacteries, by the Romans, Amuleta or Ligatura, by 
the Papists, ·A gnus .Dei, and by the nations of 
Guinea, where they nre still held in great venera· 
tion, they are called Fetishes. Their use may be 
traced back to the remotest and darkest periods of 
antiquity. And yet many people of this enlight· 
ened age do not seem to suspect how much they 
also are contributing to that superstition upon 
which the use of the Amulet has always depended. 
Many such people will rub a wart with a white 
bea.n, and then "throw the bean away over the 
right shoulder;" they will wear a red cord around 
the neck to prevent the nose from bleeding, or 

• " drink magnetized water," swallow " magnetized 
medicines," "wear magnetic bands," and hold in 
their hands the "magnetized coin." Such are 

• Gen. Ill; 4. t Lib. 8, ch. t, I. 
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,. so.me of the new forms under which the Use of the 
'' Amulet" now obtains among those who do not 
profess to have much faith in the old notions about 
the power of "charms" and "spells." (98.) 

Animal Dape~uua. 

22. This term was brought into notice by Mes
mer, and his pupil De Peysugur, in 1760; and its 
use, to the exclusion of all other terms, hD$ been 
continued, generally, not only in France, but also 
in Germany, and indeed throughout Europe.· It 
was :first introduced in this country in 1836,'by Dr. 
Charles Poyen. ·what.it means, may b.e seen from 
the following definition, taken from Dr. Poyen's 
book:* · 

"A state which is ordinarily produced in one individual 
by the wiU of another, performing certain manual evolu
lions for the purpose of causing it to take place."t 

It should be constantly borne in mind, that what
ever may be the term used, whether ''Animal 
Magnetism," or "Fascination,'' or "Charm," the 
tiring signified is one and the _same, whether it be 
used to designate the means or process used, or the 
BUSceptibilities of the nervous system upon which the 
influence is exerted. 

*" Re_ROrt on Magoetical Experiments," &c. Boston, 1886, p. e. 
t Med. Die. Sciences, voL 21. 
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Hewitt! b. 

28. To enchant, to charm, to overpow·er by allure· 
ment. This term if; not always used in an evil 
sense, though the term witchcraft is. 

"Come, come away, frail, silly, fleshy wight, 
Nor let vain words bewitch thy manly heart." 

Spetuer, Fairy Queen, b. i., c. 9. 

11 Aa for the term witch or wizard, they signify no more 
than a toile man or wise woman. In the word wizard it 
is plain at the very first sight. The most plain deduction 
of the name witch is from wit, as the noun wit is from 
the verb '111tet, which is to know. But usage has now ap
propriated this word to such a kind of skill nnd know
ledge, as is out of the common road, or extraordinary. 
Nor did this peculiarity imply any unlawfulness. But 
there has since been a further restriction, and in which 
alone now-a-days the words witcfl and wizard are used ; 
and that is for one that has knowledge or skill, by virtue 
of either an express or implicit sociation, or confederacy 
with some evil spirit.'"'' 

However much of that which has passed under 
the name of witchcraft may be justly attributed to 
ignorance,faith,fear, and superstition, it may readily 
be admitted that evil spirits, out of the body, have 
never been very common where there were not 
"evil" or tgnorant spirits in the body to believe, fear, 
and act for them ; and that, as people become good 
and tnteUigent, the distutbances known under this 
name will necessarily disappear.t. (76.) 

* Dr. More, 16'18. 
t It is certain, that occurrences have taken place in various locd· 

itiea throughout tbia oountry, with;in, the last Cuur years (previou.• to 
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Charm 

• · 24. Supposed to come from carmen, a verse or 
song, as it anciently signified a secret power, usually 
exerted by singing or shouting. It is also applied 
to certain substances, believed to have this power. 
U.eferred to in the Bible, Jer. 8: 17. 

"Mine is the charm, whose mystic sway, 
The spirits of past delight obey ; 
Let but the tuneful talisman sound, 
And they come.like genii, hovering round." 

Moore. 

Dr. A. Clark says* the term chober, which we 
translate charmer, comes from a word that signifies 
to ;'01,n1 to put together, i. e. certain unintelligible 
words which formed the charm or spell. And he 
adds: 

"It is a fact, that cannot be disputed with any show 
of reason, that, in ancient times, there were persons that 
charmed, lulled to inactivity, or professed to charm, ser
pents, so :ts to_ prevent them from biting.',. 

18.52), which arc abundantly sufficient to confirm &orne of the old 
notions as to the &uperhuman agency, in many developments, to 
which the term witchcraft hn.s been nj>plied. I myself have wit
ne~~sed thou~ands of the!ll-results which L'Ould not be accounted 
fi>r by any of the known laws which appertain to this world. The 
only consistent explanation of these strange things which I have yet 
seen, is that which is given in the writings of Emnnuel Sweden borg, 
Cl!pecially in what he Pays about obseuion. (See his .Apoc. Ez., 
1182 ; Epir. JJiary; 1902; A. C. 6985, 6986.) Whether these things· 
be precisely what they purport to be (spiritual), or not, the future 
must determine. _ 

* Com. on Ps., 68: 4. 
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See Ecoles.lO: 11. The prince of Roman poets 
states the fact:- · 

" In the meadows, the cold snake is baret by incantation." 
Virg. Eel. 8: ver. 71. 

The same author (En. 7, ver. 750) gives us the 
following account of the skill of Umbro, a priest 
of the Marubians:-

"Umbro, the brave Marnbian priest, was there, 
Sent by the Mareian monarch to the war. 
The smiling olive, with her verdant boughs, 
Shades his bright helmet and adorns his brows. 
His charmi in peace the furious serpent keep, 
And lull the envenomed viper's race to sleep: 
His healing hand allay'd the raging pain, 
And, at his touch, the poison fied again. "-Pitt. 

Allusions are often made to this power in the 
cia.,sics. It is not improbable but that Middleton 
referred to it in the following passage, two hundred 
years ago:- . 

" I'll imitate the pities of old surgeons 
To this lost limb, who, ere they show their art. 
Cut one asleep,-then cut the diseased ~art. "• 

Indeed, the ".charm" is retained in various forms 
to the present day, in many parts of Christendom, 
and used ·for curing burns, fits, &c. I knew a 
Methodist clergymant who acquired a high cele
b.rity by his skill in its use. 

Encbaut, Eocbaot•eut. 

25. Enchantment (from in and cantare), to sing 
a magic song, and thus to enrapture, to overpower 

• Tragedy of" Beware or Womeo," published in 166'1. 
t ReT. B. Hibbard. 
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with delight, so as to stu:n the faculties of the mind, 
and deprive them of their· power of action. 

" In such a night, 
Medea gathered the enchanted herbs, 
Which did renew old .lEson."-Shakspeare. 

Fascination. 

26. To charm, enchant; or bewitch by the eyes, 
to "eye bite." From Ji'ascia, a band, or ban._ded, 
swathed. l. 

"The 'I'riballians find Illyrians, who with their very 
eyesight can witch, yea, and kill those whom they look 
wistly upon any ,long time."-Holland, Pliny I., 155. 

Incantation. 

27. Magical songs; t"n and canto, to sing; be
cause this power was exercised usually by repeat
ing or singing verses. 

"The gothic Runers, to gain and establish the credit 
and admiration of their rhymes, turned the use of them 
Yery much to incantations and charms."-Sir W. Tem
ple, nf Poetry. 

Magic. 

28. This term originated probably among the 
Persians,' as magi was used to signify philosophers, 
or great men, priests, or those ]earned in the "Black 
Art," or the science of producing wonderful effects 
by the (pretended) power of departed spirits. It 
is applied to various things used as instruments, as 
the "Magic wand," the "Magic square," ''Magic 
art," &c. 
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Mesmerism., 

· 29. Generally used to signify precisely the same 
thing as Animal Magnetism, though not always. 

It is not much in use· anywhere except in Eng
land; and, in this country, only in a technt"cal sense, 
to distinguish one p110cess of operating from an
other. In aU that was known under either of these 
terms, nothing was ever done without the "will," 
and " motions made with the hands." The pro
cesses ·of " Animal Magnetism " 'OJ.t. " 'Mesmerism "* , I I 

are as follows : 
Sit down in front of your patient. Take his 

hands in yours, or seize his-thumbs so as to bring 
the balls of both your thumbs in contact with his. 
Fix your eyes upon his, and make a strong effort oj 
your will for him to sink into a state of trance. 
After you have continued thiS process for ten or 
fifteen minutes, raise your hands, and pass them 

- *"Mesmer (from whom the above term hnd its origin), although 
educated and degreed as a talented physician of ,Switzerlnnd, w1111 
too fond of the marvelous to conduct himself like a free and un
mysterious demonstrator of science. He no sooner discoYered his 
ability to produce many phYsiological effects by the manipulations, 
than be began to be lugubrfous and very mysterious in his deport
ment. And when, in 1777, he introduced himself to the best socie
ty, both literary and scientific, which he could find in Paris, he still 
cnrried about with him that imposing and wizard-like air which is 

- frequently exhibited in the so called evangelical orders of moral 
_ teachers. He mnde a great ucret (like eome of our modern biolo

gists and psychologists) of the magnetic influence, t/n~a exciting a 
love of the marvelous in his followers, and charging them each one 
hundred louis for simply informing them how to operate. His 
method savore<l strongly of imposition:- In filet, Mesmer converted 
much of a sublime discovery into mere nonsense and qut~Ckery."
.A. J. Davis, Great liar., vol. 3, p. 272. 
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gently down eacl.l side ' of his head, over his shoul
ders, down his arms, and carry them off at the ends 
of his fingers. Continue these passes for half an 
hour or more. 

To reiease or " wake up" the patient, reverse the 
passes up his arms, and over his head, extending 
your hands outwardly each time. Continue till the 
patient is completely. restored, making an effort 
with your will at the same time. 

Philters. 

80. From pltileo, to love. A potion supposed to 
have the power, when swallowed, of exciting love. 
To impregnate with a charm, to excite love . 

• Relics. 

81. A term applied to the remains of dead bo 
dies, old clothe1l1 bones, &c. &c. Among the Ro 
man Catholics, such thinga are preserved with 
great veneration, and often 'helieved to have extra 
ordinary power in curing diseases and working 
miracles. It is from the same laws of association, ' 
that the hair, g:;rrnents, furniture, finger-rings, and 
portraits of deceased persons are preserved, with 
so much care. 

Spellt. 

32. From the Saxon, spel, a story, magic charm 
or song; and ' hence comes !he term gospel, from 
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God, or good, and spel, a hi;;tory or narrative;* a 
good narrative. 'I'he term is used by Milton:-

"Begin, begin, the mystic spell, prepare,;" 

and by Shakspeare :-

"Start not, her actions shall be holy, 
You hear my spell'is lawful." 

Talisman. 

88. We are told that the Talisman originated 
among the Chaldeans, as indeed, we may trace the 
use of this and similar terms to very remote pe
riods of antiquity,-among the Chaldeans and the 
Persians. The word is from teleo, to terminate, 
and has a similar signification to Amulet, though 

• the thing itself would seem to be a little more com
plicated. The talisman was, generally, a small 
image, cut out of stone, or any metalic substance.t 

* See Dr. A. Clark's Commentary on :Matthew, p. 19, and Web
etei'e DictionRry on this word. 

t Louis Napoleon, President tJf France, is said to hRve in his pos· 
.ecaaion the talismRn or charm wnich wa~ constantly worn by 
Charlemagne, and which. was found suspended from the neck of t.he 
Emperor in the opening of the ~pnlchre in 1166. It '\VaS presented 
to Napoleon by the clergy of Aix In Chapelle, and on his death 
passed to the present Napoleon. The talisman is one of fine gold, 

. of round form, set with gems, and in the centre are two rough 
sapphires, a portion of the Holy Cross, besirles other relics brought 
from Palestine. The history of this relic is, that it was presented 
to Charlemagne ·by Haroun al Ba~chip, in the year '797, with se'l'eral 
relics of kindred value ; the latter are shown at Aix Ia Chapelle to 
the present day; but the talisman 'vas buried with Charlemagnt', 
by whom it had been woni till his death in 714. 

I have now lying before me, what I suppose to ben number of 
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On it were carved numeroUR mysterious figures, 
which were said to be cut under a certain configu· 
ration of the planets, and which were believed to 
be powerfully efficacious, not only in averting dis· 
eases and. various evils, but, also, in makl:ng lcnoum 
what appertaiued to the future. • That talismans, or 
something of the kind were used among the Jews 
anciently, is manifest from their sacred writings. 
Thus, it is said, that Rachel "stole tho images 
(margin roods, teraphim) that were her father's."* 
These 11 images," Laban calls his 11 gods." Nor is 
it improbable but that the 11 Urim and 'i'hummim," -
which the Jewish High Priest was directed to dis· 
play upon h;s breast, was som~thing of the talis· 
manic kind.t That the Urim nod Thummim was 
consulted for similar purposes to that for which • 
the Chaldean Talisman was used, is certain.+ 

Such, then, are the terms which have from im· 
memorial time come into use, when speakin& of 
impresst'ons made upon the mind, or upon the nerv· 
ous .tystem1 by things (real or imaginary) applied 
to the external senses. The menns, being diver· 
sified, were designated, as a matter of course, by 
different terms ; but the Philosophy by which the 
results were induced, the rationale of Nervous In· 

Egyptian talismans, far more interesting to the antiquarian, even 
than that of Charlemagne. They are from one of the pyramidt, 
and made of copper, about three inches long, and shaped very much 
like a sarcophagus. They were procured in Egypt, and presented 
to me by :Mr. John C. Hayden, of Stoneham, :MaeNlchusetU.. 

*Gen. 31 : 19. t ExcrJ. 28 : 30. t See "Demonologia," Loodoa, 
1881, p. 101. . 
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duction, not being understood, no-appropriate term 
seems to have been suggested for designating it. 
The ever vallying susceptibilities of the nervous 
system are such, that, operated upon now .by one 
process, (charm) and now by another, (Mesmerism) 
it becomes an easy matter for uninformed persons 
to imagine, that they have made a. new disc6very, 

. when, in fact, they have merely made a change in 
the method qf operating. · 

Marveloumeu. . 
34. There is in Human Nature an inherent love 

of the marvelous. . And cupidity may, and doubt
less has, often tempted to the adoption of new 
names for old ideas, which have been put into new 
shapes, for the purpose of exciting curiosity, which 
people will iii ways be willing to, pay more o:: 'ess 
for having gratified.* 

* Among the many truthCul and beautiful things written by Mr. 
Andrew J. J:bp.vis, "the Poughkeepsie Seer and plairvoyant," is 
that classi.fication he baa made of the persons who attempt to inter
eat public attention as " Professors," " Doctors," and " Lecturers," 
on "Electrical Psycbology," "ElcctrrrBiology," "Mental Alchemy," 
" Mesmeri•m," or under w halevcr name, ne\v or old, the subject 
may be presented. He says:-

"A few words by way of cl:t.•sifying believers and operatoJ"R. These 
nrc of three clas•e•. 'l'he fir•t ch••• are 11U!rctnarv practitioners, who 
commit to memory a few fragmentary filets in science, who claim 
extraordinary or supernatural powers fur their aubjecta,-who give 
·public and vulgar cxhibitions,-wpo employ chicanery and ignoble 
plnns1-who trifle with, 11ncl play fimtastic tricks with 'their subjects, 
-ana who injure the truth, by producing these three effects, /:luptr
ltition, Sk1pticism, Di.s(Just. 

"'fho second clnss, 11re doctri11aZ prnctitioncrs, who pervert and 
mi~interpret principles and rcsult•1-wbo labor to make the pheno
weu" Bubservicnt to and illustratn·e ·of theological dogmas, whore-
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Spontaneous, SuggestiTe, Volitional • 

These terms are sufficiently comprehensive to 
include all the Nervo'us or Mental Phenomena 
which come within the purview of our present 
undertaking. They will include nll described in 
the preceding pages, if not all (if there be any 
others) that could be designated by any other 
terms. Thus: 

85.-1. Spontaneous. Such ns are Idiopathic, 
and come on from the ldW8yncrasy of the patient. 
Indeed, by whatever cause, internal or external, 
they may be developed, they depend, first and last, 
upon the temperament of the patient. 

86.-2. Suggestive. This may include all that are 
·superinduced tl1rough either of the external senses, 
Hear£ng, Sight, and Feeling j whether by physical 
substances applied to the patient's body, or an iAietJ. 
addressed to his mind. , 

87.-3. Volitional. Effects cannot be induced by 
the mere will of one person, acting on another, till 
a relation h~ been established between the two by 
Suggestion. Certain changes may be developed by 
one's own will, or by t.he will of another, after the 

ceh·e, modify, or reject, Ill! sectarian education may sanction j-who 
conceal, misstate, and magnify disclosures· and who retard tne pro
gres• of truth by producing these three effects, Credulity, .DUtr..ut, 
En~hmiam,. 

The third clRM nre jru, firm,ftarla6 adfJocak• qf trtdlt, who aeal'llh 
into, and look facts m tho fnce ; who investigate deeply and declare 
t1Jeir impRrtial convictions; who are swayed by no trivial experimente, 
who collect and arrunge fncts, and declare a consistent and harmoni
ous ey~tem, nnd who accelerate the progreBB of truth by ,Producing 
th~se three ctfects, Rea10n, Bu~ ana lnqviry."-UmwrOIIIlvm, 
r~. 1,p. a. · 
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8pheres of the two have been sufficently assiinilated. 
'But observe, that the Spontaneous Phenomena de· 
pend upon the Idiosyncrasy of the patient, and the 
Suggestive depend upon his Idiopathy, and the 
Volitional upon the Suggestive; or we may say, 
that this is the order in which these classes of 
results follow one another.* 

Electricity. 

'88. Valid objections have often been urged against 
the use of the term electricity, when speaking of the 
Human Mind, or Spirit. '!'he three kingdoms of 
the Universe are discreet and so distinct, one rising 
above the other, that the terms which designate 
the laws of one below, cannot justly be applied to 
another above. The term ''electrical" belongs to 
the Mineral ki1o1gdom, which is angular. Mental 
.laws are far above the earth; and hence to apply 
this term to the higher faculties of man's nature, 
is the same as if we were to say "earthly Psychol
ogy," or "mineral ~oul," "earthly life," &c. 

Higher authority, perhaps, could not be quoted, 
on the use of terms, when speaking on this subject, 
than that of Dr. "William Gregory, Professor of 

* It seems to !116 that tl~cre has been a manifest want of philoeo
phiciU accuracy in the language ,which even eome scientific writers 
have used when speaking on this subject. Thus Dr. Gregory 
(Letters on Anitnul Mugnetism, page 67) says: 

"All t.hc facts of Animal Magnetism mnybe produced by theftlent 
VJill, and in absence or at a distunce." 

- No results whatefer can be induced by the "silent will," without 
tint addreesine: the ~xt< mal ee:1~cs. ' 
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Chemistry m the University of Edinburgh. He 
says: 

"Electro-biology and eler.tro-p~ychology, both are used 
on the assumption, now generally regarded as fallaciow, 
that that which we call life, and thought, mind, soul, are 

· essentially electrical, or depeud upon electricity as one of 
their conditions. Now, although it m11y have been proved 
that electric current!\ do take place in the body during mus
cular action, yet there are many points which electricity 
cannot c.lear up ; the analogies are partial ouly, and the 
presence of electrical currents does not prove thes~ to be 
the causes of muscular action. They may be its effects.• 

The remark has often been made, that when 
mortals meet with phenomena that they cannot 
account for, they must, of course, nttribute them 
to "electricity,~' for the very conclusive reason that 
they do not know what electricity is.t 

However, if we may rely upon the researches of 
the most sci~ntific and able minds that have ever 
devoted their energies to the investigation of this 
subject, then we may conclude with Prof. Harrison: 

* Letters ~n Animal Magnetism, p. 151. And, as to " biologized," 
Dr. Gregory remark~, "It is a most barbarom expression, .wbich I 
only use in order to protest ngninst il''-/b. p. 160. ' 

t The term " Mental Alchemy" is, if po..osible, still lower and 
more objectionable than either of its predeceSSOT\!. Strictly speak
ing, there never Wlltl any kind of "Alchemy" but "Mental," and 
" Alchemy'' is but another wortl for mere pretemioo, for that which 
is deceptit•e and chimerical: 

"A.lchemu. The pretended art of tho transmutation of metals."
W8b.ter. . 

"The science, if it doser,·es to be clistinguiehed by the name of 
Alchemy, has doubtless been an itnp<18itiott, which, striking on tho 
fooblest part of the human mind, has ~o fre'l,nently been successful 
in carrying on its dtl~tm8."-E:rptJSe 'If A.ncUnt and .ModernS~ 
mn.n., P· '18. 
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" 1. That the existence of electrical current& in the 
nerves, is an hypothesis contradicted by experiment. 

"2. The action of electric currents on the nerves should 
be put in the same category with chemical and mechan-
ical stimuli. ' · 

" 3. Metals are infinitely better conductors of electricity 
than the nerves. 

"4. The nerves . ·are not better conductors than the 
muscles: their powers of conduction.do not change when 
they are changed by mechanical violence (though nar
cotics, as laudanum, instantly render the nerves power-
~~ . 

· "5. The covering of the nerves is inCllpable of iso
lating the most feeble electric currents which man pro
duces in gl\h'anic experiments, so that, if the muscle 
intervene, the current will pass from the nerve into it.''* 

If then, neither Science nor Philosophy autho
rize the application o£ this term to the nervous 

·action, how much more inappropriate must be its 
use for designating the laws of the human mind.t 
The term we want for designating the whole sub
ject, including the .Jdiopat!tic, Suggestive, and Voli
tional, or artificial nervous phenomena, is not one 
that belongs to any one person, as if the influence 
we speak of had originated with Mesmer, or was 
confined to one man; not a term which has been 
already appropriated to other departments of natu
ral science, but one which, though not entirely 
original, yet is so much so as to be sufficiently spe· 
cific, and at the same time partaking, so much 

*",Essay Towards a €orrect Theory d the Nervous System," 
p. 168. 

t And the addition of "Animal," making it ".A•imal Magnct
i•m," is more objectionnble still; unless we wish to speak of man as 
a mere animal, or betUJI. • 
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of the HuHA.N, that it always must be understood 
as carrying in its meaning that which appertains 
to the nervous systems of human beings j that 
whlch has respect to intelligence, to mental or spir
itual manifestations. 

Pathetlun. 

39. From liocrxw, pascho, to experience, be affected 
with any thing, good or bad; to suffer, to feel, to 
be disposed or affected in a particular manner towards 
another, or by any event. And from the same root, 

·rroBocr, pathos, passion, affectt"on, that which is suffered; 
lave, kindness,. a disease, a mental perturbation, a 
passive state of the mind or the body; a conditihn, 
a disposition; and from which we have apathy, Idi
opathy, SympatAy, pathett"c, Pa.tlwlogy, HorfU13patAy, 
Hydropathy, and PATHETIS:M. 

It is certainly desirable, when speaking of new 
ideas or things, to use terms the most expressive of 
their real nature and laws. In examining Nervous 
Phenomena, whether spontaneous or artificial, three 
questions present themselves for an answer: 

1. As to the ldt"osyncracy, the qual-ity, or suscepti
bility of the b;a,y or mind, which rendered it liable 
to the change. 

2. As to the IdiopatMc Motion, which was the 
immediate cause of the ncrvou~ change that has 
been induced. And, 

3. As to the Extrinsic j,foti'on, Law, lnjluence, 
Association, or Suggestion,- which was the remote 
cause of the developed Phenomena. 
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• 
We say the one who recejves an impression is 

passive; the agent or thing by which, or the person 
by whom it is given, is active, and whatever the 
result is, in all cases it may be said to partake of 
the n,.ature of sympathy, either mental or physical, 
inasmuch as a sympathetic result is one produced 
by associatWn. One person is affected by hiS asso
ciation wit}!, or knowledge or belief of, another. 
Hence, I use a similar term, Pathetism, to signify 
the PHILOSOPHY of Influences, in, or upon, the 
Human Mind; not merely the susceptl.bilities of 
one who is_ influenced, but the sphere or qualities 
of the agent from whom the influence is received; 
so that whate'ver emotion, volition or action is pro
~uced, this term signifies the rationale of its induc
tion. Pathetism, therefore, is the term for signifying 
the rationale of abnormal; induced, or artificial 
nervous phenomena, by whatever means they may 
be produced, or whatever the state, (awake or 
asleep) the patient may be in, when they are 
brought about. And as it seems to be more ap
propriate than any other, ·and bas, to some consid
erable extent, been adopted by others, and is . 
generally understood,* it may not be improper for 
me to continue its use, at least, till a better one 
shall have been suggested. 'rhe phenomena which 
gave rise to' it, and the philosophy which they 
seem to illustrate, will each be duly considered in 
their appropriate order. 

* Seo the American Dictionary, on th_? word, and its derivationa. 
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HISTORICAL. 

4:0. Allusions have often been made, in my pub
lic Lectures throughout the country, and also in 
the accounts that have been published of them, to 
the strange result.~ which took place under my 
Theological discourses, some thirty years ago.* . 
And, though I know that similar phenomena have, 
in past ages, accompanied what were denominated 
"Revivals of Religion," yet, I am not aware that 
nny one connected with the clerica1 profession, 
ever before attempted to account for these things, 
on pure pyschological principles; or to deduce 
from them such a knowledge of the Laws of Mind 
as promises to subserve the cause which all ~ood 
people have at heart. Certainly, no clergyman 
has attempted this, who, himself, was in the habit 
of inducing these results. 

*"June 9, 1828.-La Roy Sunderland made his first attempt in 
Walpole, Masa. Before the clo~e of hi~ address, some dozen or 
more of his audience were under the influence of Fascination, am{ 
had entirely lo•t their self-control and slrengtlt. Similar mysterious 
rc~ults followed in other placeg, so that it was common for large 
numheni of his audience to become entranced while he was addree.o
ing them, of which, however, after their recovery, they would often 
IHwe no recollection whatever I These phenomena. produced thus 
early .in hi8 career as a public speaker, seem to have put Mr. Sun
derland upon that course of investigation into the Law• of Mind 
which resulted in the l{ezo 1'/ieor!l of Human Nature he has 
since publi•hed to the world under the name of Pathetism. One 
fact must be admitted, that hi•tory gives us no account of the 
man who has equalled La Roy Sunderland in the power of /t'a$
cination exercised over a promiscuous audience, by which more 
or less of them are drawn from their seats, Rt the will c.C the 
speaker." -Bosto" JVeekly Jbueum, Jul!f 21, 1849. 
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A few of them may now be classified, to enable 
the reader to judge, accurately, of the causes by 
whic;h they may have been brought about. It must 
be borne in mind, that what I am now about to 
describe could not have been caused by any will 
or design on my part, because I had no will in the 
premises. My object or "will" was to give infor· 
mation . on the subject of Religion, and what I 
said was usually addressed to the Faculties of 
Fear or Oaut£on, Conscientiousness and Hope. The 
effects produced by my public addresses, on the 
nervous systems of my auditors, were as une:x,
pected and surprising to me, as they could have 
been to any one else. 

Religious Phenomena. 

41. Without attempting the details of particu
lar cases, the following classifications of the pheno
mena will, perhaps, be sufficient:-

(1.) Rigidity of tlw muscles, or paralysis of the 
limbs. The first sermon I ever delivered, was to 
a small audience, and nearly half of whom were 
affected in this way. Their limbs became cold 
and rigid, so that for an ·hour or· so, they were . 
unable to leave their seats. Very many curious 
cases of this kinJ have occurred under my preach
ing. In meetings I held in Dennis, Massachusetts, 
in the Spring of 1824, I had more than twenty 
strong, able-bodied men, affected in this way. Two 
young men, by the name of Crowell, had attended 
a meeting I held in the afternoon, in which they 
neith9r felt nor manifested any nppnrent concern 
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at all. From the place of meeting they went to ' 
their shop to resume their work. They were 
shoemakers. On seating them~elves, they were 
both struck perfectly stiff, as if paralyzed by cata
lepsy. I was immediately summoned to the_ 
shop to see them. I found them with their work 
in their laps, their tools in their hands, and sitting 
in a stooping posture, unable to stir. Their limbs 
were rz"gid, and they grasped their tools, which they 
held in their hands, with ~uch force, that they 
could not be taken from them., During this time, 
another man came into the shop to see what was 
going on, (as the young men made a great outcry) 
nnd he fell against the side of the shop, with con
siderable force, as if thrown down by some invisi
blepower. · 

Out of the whole number in Dt!nnis affected in 
this way, there was but one woman. She became 
so excited, that one Sunday morning she went and 
stood in front of the "Orthodox Church," and with 
great zeal addressed the people (as they were en
tering the church) on the subject of religion. She 
was a modest, unassuming lady, and but for the 
abnormal excitement which she sympathetically took 
from the scenes she had witnessed in my meetings, 
she could not have been induced to expose herself 
in that manner. 

(2.) Syncope, or "loss of strength," as it was 
called. While proceeding with ·my. discourses, 
numberA would fall from their seats, perfectly help
lea..<~. In such 0ases they were said to "lose their 
strength." 'l'h~y were conscious, and in thi~ staU, 
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while excited with the most intense emotions of 
hope or fear, I have known them ·to remain for 
hours. ~A Capt. · C., in Dennis, Mass. (March 17, 
1824), in his own house, where I was invited by 
him to preach, fell upon the floor, from which he 
was unable to rise for the space of about ten 
hours. I have seen multitudes of people affecte<l 
in this manner. 

(3.) Entranced. Under religious excitement, I 
have seen large nu~bers of people entranced, au'd 
the trance carried even to the highest degrees of 
ecstasy. .And what is worthy of notice here, is, I 
have invariably found that those who were the 
most liable to sink into this state under what is 
called " religious" influences, are the most suseep· 
tible to its induction from Pathetism, or any other 
cause. 

The first experiments in what was called ·u Mes- · 
merism," that I ever witnessed, were at my own 
house (131 Varick·street, New York), in the year 
1839, and they were performed by the Rev. Charles 
S. M'Reading, on his own wife. ~ And tMs 
very lady, Mrs. M'Reading, was ENTRANCED under a 
discourse which 1 delivered in the Methodist Church, in 
&ituate, Mass., in the year 1824. .At that time her 
limbs bec~me n'gid, and she was tran.ifixed to her &ea~ 
so that she could not ,ieave the house; and the 
audience retired and left her under the spell that I 
had fixed upon her. 

I have the unanimous testimony of very many 
persons whom I have entranced (who had fallen 
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into thr.t state from religious excitement), that it 
is the 81Une state, and always more or less pleasant 
when tl.e persons, or associations are so, by which 
it is brought on. 

(4.) VtSions. The history of all "powerful revi
v:Us'' (so called) will afford more or less cases 
where persons, under a very exciting..aermon, have 
bien known to fall into a state in which they had 
visions of "heaven and hell," of "Christ on the 
Cross," and of departed spirits. 

A sailor, in South Yarmouth, Mass. (1824), who 
had attended my meeting, took me the next day to 
the place where he had actually seen the devil, and 
showed me the ground that had been torn np, 
where he had engaged in a combat with him. An
other man (Mr. Barstow), in Barnstable, Mass., 
about the same time, nfter attending my meeting, 
went home, and soon the devil approached his bed
side, with a mitre upon his head. At other times 
recent . "converts" have been transported with 
visions of the blest and beautiful, exceeding the 
power of language to descnbe. Nay, I have known 
them sometimes' to become clai1'Voyant, and to give 
an accurate description of the character of persons • 
who happened to approach them.* At times these 
peculiar states lasted twenty-four hours, and even 
for a number of days. 

(5.) Persons were effected whom I never saw, 
even before they had seen me. At the time I was 
preaching in Dennis, Mass., above referred to, there 

*See Pathetism (1843), p. 181. 
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· were two men out on a hunting excursion. Hear· 
ing that I was to preach in their place on a,~n 
evening (March 15, 1824), they hastened l:.ome, 
threw their guns upon the floor, and ere they 
reached the school-house, in which the meeting 
was held, they were so much affected that they 
cried aloud. They came ~nto the house where I 
was, and cOntinued during the whole evening ~dor 
the most violent excitement. 

(6.) All these results came to pass without any 
wal or design on my part. August. 30, 1828, I 
preached in Chath~m, Mass. Before I had pro
ceeded fifteen minutes, some thirty or more of my 

· audience had "lost their strength," and were over· 
whelmed with excitement. In the evening of the 
same day, at the house of Mr. Reuben Rider, sim
ilar results followed. Indeed, almost as soon as I 
had uttered a word, a number were "struck down" 
upon the floor (as the phrase was), and lay there 
till two or three o'clock the next morning. 

Such were the results that followed my public 
labors in Dorchester, Ma8s., in 1825 ; Saugus and 
Boston, Mass., in 1826; and in various other places 

, .throughout the ~cw England States from that time 
to the present; so that I may safely say, that tens 
of thousands of persons have, from first to last, 
been "fi.J.sdnated," "impressed," or entrm1ced, in my 
publh.: lectures previous to 1843 ; during all that 
time I was (in some sense), unconsciously to my· 
seif, yet nevertheless performing what were .really 
''experiments" upon the nervous syste~ of my 
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auditors ; but, like the multitudes who have since 
operated under the name of "Mesmerism," &c., I 
did not fully comprehend how the strange results 
were brought about. True, they were often with 
roe a subject of serious investigation, but my mind 
-was more or less unsettled in regard to them till 
the year 1834, when I read an "Essay upon the 
Influence of Imagination on the Nervous System 
contributing to a False Hope in Religion. By Rev. 
Grant Powers.''* 

Identity of Results. 

~. Witnessing the strange phenomena above 
described, in every variety of form, for the space 
of twenty years, and before I had ·even heard of 
the term "Mesmerism,'' or "Animal Magnetism," 
it m~t be obvjous how much they prepared my 
mind to perceive their identity with those brought 
about by the processes which I afterwards learned 
to be known under these terms. When, therefore, 
"in 1841, I commenced a series of experiments, for 
the purpose of ascertaining, if possible, the truth 
in respect to the theories known under these terms, . 
I soon satisfied myself that they were not wholly 
true, and hence I rejected them, together with the 
processes by which the "Mesmerizers," so called, 
had induced their results. I, of course, felt no 
need of the "pa.Sses" and " efforts" by the "will," 
as I had been in the habit of inducing those very 
results long ~fore without any " passes," or any 

*Andover, Mass.: Flagg & Gould. 1828. 
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· speciflc efforts by the will. And hence it was tb.&t 
,I hit upon what I still .suppose to be the true phi
loeophy of the phenomena now under notice. 

Professional Experlm~t- in 1841. 

43. I have already stated tb.&t the very :first ex
periment I ever saw, by the peculiar process of 
''Mesmerism," (in 1839,) happened to be performed 
on a lady who had been.entranced and paralyzed 
uuder·a sermon of mine in 1824. In 1841, I com
menced a series of experiments, in connection with 
a number of scientific· gentlemen, in the "New 
·York Museum," then under the charge of Mr. 
Peale. Wishing for assistance, and to be more 
secluded in my investigations, I invited the late 
Dr. Herrry H. Sherwood, and Mr. o: S. Fowler, 
the Phrenologist, to join me in the investigation. 
The experiments were witnessed by a large number 
of scientific and professional gentlemen in New 
.York and vieinitj, during the summer and fall of 
that year, among whom were Dr. Griscom, Dr . .A. 
Ball, Prof. Charles A. Lee, and others. The fol
lowing ,are from other similar testimonies, pub
lished of those experiments, at the time:-

"The subscribers have been present and witnessed nu
merous cerebral experimentS performed by La Roy Sun
derland, by which various phenomena were produced in 
the mental exercises of the patient, such as Sleepwaking, 
Laughing, Singing ; and the states of mind resembling 
Madness, Monomania, Insanity, &c., were ~rought on and 
removed in a few seconds of time. In our opinion, these 
phenomena were brought about by the application of lawa 
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to. tho human system wl1ich have not been well understood 
heretofore, and which have not received that attention 
which the importance of the subject would seem to de
mand. H. H. Sherwood, M,D., Rev. Isaac Covert, Rev. 
J. H. Mnrtyn, 0. S. Fowler, Prof. E. Wright, Daniel !.. 
M. Pei;(etto, M.D., Ex-President of the N. Y. Medical 
Society.-New York, March 2, 1842." 

"The new discoveries in Psychology, which Mr. Sun· 
tlcrland proposes to unfold, are indeed of the most aston· 
isbing characte1·, and, substantiated, will place Patlutilm 
among the mos~ important of the positive sciences. We 
kaow LaRoy Sunderland ; and we can say, wtth the 
utmost confidence, that neither his integrity nor sagacity 
will be questione,d by any who·enjoy his acquaintance."
New York Tribune, February 23,, 1842 • 

• 
Concerning t'be series of experiments which I 

carried on for some two years even before I com· 
menced my professional labors of lecturing, it may 
be necessary to state somewhat more distinctly. 

Tbc Object. 

44. (L) That th~y were commenced and con 
tinned at considerable expense, for the sole pur· 
poses of scientific inquiry. .And, indeed, a similar 
remark may be made of all my experiments per 
formed during the last twelve years. One, all-per 
vading design, through the whole, has been to find 
out the T~uth in respect to the human mind. 

Faeilltle.. 

46. (2.) During this time I have.had unusual fa. 
cilities for testtng the influence of mmerals over the 

·o· , 
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n~rvous system;* Dr. H./ H. Sherwood, of New 
York, with whom I was associated for some three 
years in these experiments, was himself, it may be 
said, perhaps almost, ifnot quite, at the head. of 
the profession in his knowledge of what Dr. Fara
day calls Para-Magnetism (Magnetism of Metals), 
and Dia-Magnetism (Magnetism of other bodies), 
Electro-Magnetism, and Electricity in if.S various 
forms. 

. Details of my Experiments. 

46. (3.) The details of these experiments were 
published at the time in the papers of ~he day, and 
especially in t~e one of which I was then propric· 
tor and editor,t and also in other works which I 
have since published on the subject, so that it is 
not necessary that an account of them should be 
repeated here.t 

*"The eubscribell! hereby certify, that we have witne88ed numer· 
one magnetic experiments made by Rev. LaRoy Suuderlnnd, in 
aome of which the mental faculties wert> excited to action by placing ' 
the fingers over the location of the phrenological organs correspond· 
ing to these faculties ; in others, the power of a &teel magnet over 
the human bodv in a very remarkable degree, was shown ;-that 
we have auefully examined these experiments, and firmly believe, 
both from the mode in which they were conducted, and from the 
eandid manner in which they were shown by Mr. Sunderland, that 
in many of them there could be no collu~ion; and that the rl:'snlt in 
aome was evidently as unexpected by the operator as any person 
preaent.-Flatbmh, N. Y:, Ma.'l 14, 1842. Rev. ThomM M. SLrong, 
James E. Dubois, M.D~ T. F. King. M.D, Rev. Wm. Barlow, Julm 
B. Zabriskie, M.D."-Th4 Magnet, Oct~ 1842. 

t New York Watchman, from Aug. 1841 t9 July, 1842. 
Ta:w: MAoNitT : Devoted to the Investigation of llmnnn Physiol· 

ogy. By La Roy Sunderlnnd. New Yotk: Published at the MMgne\ 
Oftloe, 188 tulton-street.- 18,2-8. Vols. 1 aud 2. Svo. pp. 280• 
14.C. 

P UU'l'IIIK; with Pratltic.'al Inatrucllona. Deu,onstratiug the Falait1 
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The Idea of Pathetlsua . 
' 47. The distinguishing IDEA of Pathetism, first 

announced to the public in 1842, as the "Key· 
stone" of this New Theory of Mind, assumed, 
taught, and demonstrated th'i$ imp01·tant principle, 
viZ: That when a relation 'i$ once established between 
an operatO?- (or any give? substance, real or imagin
ary, as the agent) and Ia's patient, correspon{ling 
changes may be induced in· the nervous system of the 
latter (awake or entranced) by mere volition, and by 
iuggestimuJ addressed to either of the external senses. 

Th~ "Key" to Desmerl8m. 

48. (1.) This key, it is believed, does much to· 

of the hitherto prevalent as~umptiona in rerznrd to whnt has been 
called "MMmerism" and "Neurology" nnd Illustrnting those Laws 
which induce Somnnmbulism, Second Sight, Sleep, Dreaming, Trance, 
and Clairvoyance; with numeroun Facts tending to show the Pathol
ogl> of Monomania, lnRanity, Witchcraft, and variou~ other, Mental 
Dr Nervous Phenomena. By La Roy Sunderland. New York: Pub
lished for tho Author by l'. P. Good, at tho "Mngnct" Office, 138 
l!'ulton-strcet, aud by the Booksellers generally throughout the coun-
try. J.848. 12mo. pp. 247. . 

"CoNFE88ION8 OJ' A MAGNETIZER" ExPOSED: Exhibiting the Folly 
and J,'ulsohood of n Pamphlet wit.h tho nbove title. With Remarks 
sbowin~ tho Falsity of the Notions hithtlrto pre,·Rlent in regard to 
what h:i.• beon .denomin,.teJ "~Iesmerbm ;'' and giving the Outlines 
of tho Author'n .New 17teory of Mind. By J,n Roy Sunderland. 
Boston : l'ubli•hed by Redding & Co., No.8 State-street. 184.5. Svo. 
pp. 50. 

PATIIIITISll: Man con"idcred in Respect to his Form, Life, Sen~''" 
tion1 Soul, Mind, Spirit; giving the Rationale of those Laws which 
produce the Myatwiu, M~erka, Felicit~• of HUliAN NATURE; P•y
chologv, Phrenology'o Pncumntology, Ph)·siognomy, Pathognomy, 
Physiology; Sleep reams, Somnambulism, Intuition, Presenii
ments, PreviAion, Exchantment, Miracles, Witchcraft, Popular Ex
citement.!, Apparitions, Spells, Charms, F11scinntion, Trance, the 
Cll8e of Swt~denbor~ A. J. Davis, &c. An Essay towllrd a Correct 
Thoorv of Mind, w1th Directions for Demonstrating its Truthfnlnesa. 
By La· Roy Sunderland. Boston: Published by White & Potter, 16 
Stato-»treet. 18~7. 12mo. l'P· 156. 
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wards solving the mysteries of the "will" force, 
-under the name of "Animal Magnetism." 

"It must be remembered, also, that the effects I speak 
of in this chapter, are produced on subjects both in the 
waking and sleeping state j though, in an infinite variety 
of degrees, in different persons, and also by processes en
tirely different in producing the same effects.''-Pathetism, 
March, 1843, p. 72. 

"Nor is this power confined to the sleeping state; as I 
have found it equally easy to exert a similar influence 
over susceptible subjects when awake. The only differ
ence between them is, in the latter case it is not so easy 
to communicnte the wishes to the subject without some -
visible or audible sign; but when he is by any means 
made to understand what my wishes are, they are obeyed ; 
and I have as much control over the limbs and muscles, 
as in a state of perfect somnipathy.''-Ib., p. 88. · 

"I have operated on hundreds, and, I may say, thou
sands of cases, where I know that the subjects were no 
more under tae influence of my will [Mesmerized] than 
any other person whom I never saw. I have put them 
to sleep by my will, as it is called, and without it. I have 
examined this agency in every imaginable aspect, and 
tested it in every conceivable manner possible, and affirm · 
what I know, when I say that I have induced these difter
ent results from persons toho 1bere not asleep, and from 
others who were, and yet they were not caused or modi
fied by my will in the least conceivable degree. The 
inference, to my own mind, is irresistible, that the (Mes
meric) notion of a .fluid transmitted from the operator 
into the subject, is utterly unfounded."-Ib. p. 114." 

* Some two years after the work was published from wh~cb the 
above quotations are made, a book was issued in New York called 
"Etbcrology," in which a claim was put forth of priority in the 
diacovery of the "Idea" set forth in the above extracts. .And to 
ehow the utter futility of this chum, '1'"88 one design in publishing 
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Tbe "Kef'' to "Neorololff." -

49. (2.) It comprehends the results produced-

" Confel!l;ions of a Magnetizer Exposed," the title of which has been 
given. The following is an extract from my pamphlet:-

"Tho drift of my entire work [published in 1848] goes to' show 
thnt I accounted for the result.. proiluced by Dr. Buchanan, Mesmer, 
Baird, and others, not by a fluid, but by the operation or certain 
relatwn1 brought to bear upou the patient's mind, through hla ater
nal senses, or lcTWUJledge of the operator's mind. 

"It wM by thisluw of 'CredencivenesM,' (or of IUiociati.IJ~,) thnt 1 
accounted for tho results produced by Metimer (puge 65)1 ulso tho 
results which follow on • n"gertion' of the operntor1 (pages 232, 2461 
234, nnd 111.~ In thi• way I nccounted for tho etlecta produced by 
the • Tractors of Perkins (pages 106-108), nod numeroua other phe
nomena, which hnd soomed to remain shrouded in mystery, or nttri
buted to supernnturnl agency. Indeed, this Yery idcu may be found 
repented upon altuoet e\'ery pnge of my book, so that any school-b.PY" 
wfio rends itl as Mr. Grimes Mys he has7 • curefully1' could not fuil of 
perceiving t tis fhct recognized as a undamenta' principu in my 
tb,eory."-Pag~ 44. 

1. Hence the Idea, therefore, which Willi claimed in " Etherology ," 
as a ne\V discovery, \Vas discovered aud published under the name 

of Pathetism, two years before " Etherology" had been heard of. 
2. Nor is it true that I ever relied upon this Intluence for lixing 

the precise locations of the Phrenological organs; aa J. S. Grimes 
represents in his "Etherolngy" of 1845. The following extraeta 
from my wm·k (of 1843) will prove this:-

" Patbetism affords new and cxtrnordinary facilities for bringing 
out the mental functio11s, both in the sleeping and waJcinu state ; brd 
it cannot, lor the reasons already stated, lie ~nded tJponfvr ji:cing 
tn~ precis~ location 'lf t>rgam, to the entire exclusion ot' tlie old 
metlwd.·'-Ib.,page 146. 

"So, In exdting the organ~, [cnlled 'Neurology.'] The fingera 
are placed on any given portion of the bead ; and if he snys he feel a 
" certain emotion, l10 m:;y be easily led to associute thnt feeling with 
that place in hig head ; but whether it be the appropriate place, or 
not, liiUSt be determined by other things. I have seen heads, both 
awake and •~•leep, tumed • topsy-turvy' in this wuy."-Jb. 

3. In I850, Mr. Grimes published n second edition of his" Ether· • 
ology," in whicll he makes anoth~r mi1take (page 208), where be 
8tlys that" Mr. Sunderland nbandoned this idea in1848." " Patbet· 
ism," in which I rondcmned this iden (for I never did believe it, aa 
Mr. Grimes insinuate!), was published in 1843, before be or any 
other person had published anything on thia subject nt all 
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through the sense of feeling or touch in the waking 
or normal state. The hand of the operator is 

· placed upon any part of the patient's body, or vice 
versa ;-or the patient is dt'rected to , hold any sub
stance in his hand, or place the same in contact 
with his body, and certain results are said to follow, 
which Dr. J. R. Buchanan, in 1841, called "the 
experimental part of Neurology." 

Psycllometry. 

50. This same sense is appealed to by what 
has been improperly called the "ulner nerve grip," 
liolding· "coin" in the hand, and in experiments 
which have taken the name of Psychometry. They 
vrere thus described in the Magnet and my :first 

. book on Pathetism :-

" I can cause persons of a certain temperament to obey 
my will, awake or asleep! Nay, I have known some in 
whom I can produce what is called the clairvoyant state, 
.while they are perfectly awake! It is-just as easy to bring 
out results from persons. in a waking state, as from those 
nsleep; and ~his I have fully and repeatedly demon-
strated.''-4.Magnet, January, 1843."' . 

*A monthly periodical, commenced in New York in June, 1842, 
and continued ,about three years. It had quite an extensive circu: 
lation, was bighly popular with the press generally, and numbered 
among its correspondents many intelligent members of the leamed 
profer,sions throughout this country, imd some in England, Ireland, 
and the West Indies. Probably the Magnet did more towards 
calling public attention to the subject on which it treated, than any 
or all other means previously used fur this purpose. And now, it 
is gratifying indeed to louk back and contemplate the progress this 
ecience hru; made during the ln~t t<m yeal's, much of which, without 
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"And from mere contact with the hand of some of a 
peculiar temperament, wMn wide awake; they have a 
sense of different substances, and are able, by this process 
11lone, without tho sense of sight or hearing, to tell their 
qualities, and the feelings which o~bers seem to entertain 
towards them."-Ib., p. 73. 

"At other times, the effects are very much increased 
if the operator sits by the side of the patient during this 
process, and holds one of his bands ; or if he gives him 
a piece of steel, or any substance not offensive, which the 
patient should hold in his hand."-Ib., p. 122; see also 
pp. 95 and 142. 

" The same mental results are produced in different 
cases, by touching different places on the head ; and in 
some cases, all or most of the mental manifestations are 
brought out by merely touching the toes, joints, finger&, 

· and different portions of the body, witho~t any contact 
with the head.'' 

" But for these different and ever·varying results, in 
subjects both awake and asleep, neither the magnetic nor 
the neuraura theories render any satisfactory account, as 
they do not, indeed, for numberless other phenomena, 
which so complett-ly annihilate' many other beautiful cas
tles which have been so ingeniously constructed upon a 
few isolated facts. It has been supposed that the true 
reason for these diff,m•nt results is to be found in the dif
ferent degree!! in which the various subjects may have 
heen Pathetized. And I might think so too, probably, 
had I not performed a vast variety of experiments, which 
go far, very fa•·, a» I believe, towards demonstrating the 

any doubt, may be traced directly or indirectly to the circulation 
of that work. 

The first periodical ever attempted in · this country, devoted to 
Psychological subjects, was issued in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1838, 11{ 
Dr. S. Underhill. It wns called "The Annals of Magnetism," but 
C('ntinued only n fe IV mouth•. Dr. U ntlerhill was himself some
what Pusc~ptible, nJHl c;msidemhly impressed by my process of 
oper-.1tiug in 184 1. 
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eontrary. Instance the fvllowing : Here is a person whoso 
cerebral organs I c:m control wltile he is awake, but ho 
CAnnot be put to sleep. Another may be put to sleep, and 
his cerebral organs cannot be excited at all. Another is\ 
susceptible of the excitement of any portion of the brain, , 
prot'ided he understands beforehand what impression you 
wish to produce."-Jb., p. 94.* 

Hypnotism. 

51. (3.) This prtnciple also accounts for results 
produced through the sense of Sight, as when the 
patient is directed to gaze. at the operator, or at 
something held in his hand, or indeed at any object ' 
which secures his attention. This Dr. Braid, of 
Manchester, England, in 1843, called ",Hypnotism," 
or rather, '' Neurypnology." Mr. Braid's process 
differs from Mesmerism, in respect to the use of the 
"will" force, principally. 

Method o.f Pathetism, 

52. If we now examine the results which may 
be claimed as peculiar to Pathetism, it will enable 
us to see in what respects it excee-ds the processes 

* And nine years or so after the above announcements, as to tl1e 
possibility of operating-in the toakingstate, and by holding substances 
in the hand, &c., a book is publisheu jn New York, in which this 
I ilea is claimed as a " new dLcovcry ," and for teaching which enor· 
mous prices have been charged. Nay, the "secret" has been 
PATENTED, the pupils who are taught it are solemnly pledged to 
·keep it, as if they discl~e it they are "liable to prOl!eCution from 
Fowlers & Wells, fur trespassing on their copyright" I I [See "The 
Philosophy of Electrical Pdycholugy,'' by John Bovee Dode, pub
lished in 1860 by FClwlf'rs & Wl.'ll•, p. 11] 
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ana the phenomena produced under either of the 
• theories to' which reference has here been made. 

It has been truly observed, that the first question 
in any branch of knowledge must be in res,Pect to 
method.* Without method there can be no standard 
of appeal, no process of proof, no means of deter· 
mining, otherwise than by mere opinion, whether 
a proposition be true or false. Here, then, are the 
reports which .others hav.e given of my method, 
adopted in my public audiences, on the commence· 
ment·of my professional labors, in illustration of 
the "Idea'' now under consideration. 

"Reportll" of Lecture!. 

53. "We have long 'known Mr. Sunderland. He bas 
made himself respected in New York city ns a mentnl 
philosopher: He will fascinate one at a time, or one hun· 
dred, just as the audience may choose, and all without 
touching them with one of his fingers.'';_Lowell .Wash· 
ingtonian, Sept. 8, 1843. 

"All the phenomena usually produood by Mesmerizent 
and Neurologists, by manipulation, Mr. Sunderland induces 
without contact, or without the use of any electrical or 
nervous fluid, in persons wide awakl:"-Lowell Morning 
Herold, Sept. 23, 1843. 

" An astonishing instance of the effects of nervous sus· 
ccptib,ility, was exhibited at Mr. Sunderland's lecture, at 
the City Hall, last Monday evening. No less than five 
persons were fascinated while he was speaking ; and he 
declared that these were probably the first public experi
ments of tlte kind ever pertormed (as the result of design) 
hy any person in any part of the world.''-Lowell Patriot, 
Sept. 13, 1843.t 

• Theory of Human Progression·, p. 24. 
t It muy pt'rhape ltt!rcafter be coilsidered IIIXlOil{ the • Ouno.i· 

~* ' . 
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" Mr. Sunderland's new Psychol'!flical ezperiments were 
o( a most wonderful kind, and such as we believe no 
other person in the world ever even attempted to per

. form. ' Spells,' 'Charms,' 'Ecstacy,' and all these things 
--done, too, in strangers, who had 1~ver been .Mesmeriztd, 
11nd brought on without contact, is almost too startling 
for belielf."-Lowell Patriot, Sept. 20, 1843. 

ties of ..d.lchmliltie Literature," that seven years alter the abo\"e · 
reports were published, announcements were made in a book issued 
by Messrs. Fowlers & Wells, New York, in the following words:-

"If there is an individual in existence who has taken pe1'80ns from 
a public audience, wAo laa4 not bMl Jlemurized, nor operated upo_nt 
und immdiakly controlld tl.em in their muscular motion.t and menuu 
imprtllinna, till it was done by Dr. B. n. William& and myself, I am 
ignot'ant o/ tlujact. Such experiments I have never Reeu advertised 
t\!r_public exhibition, uor have I ever read them in published work!!." 
-Ekctricat P8!1CM~!J1 b!J John .B. lJod8, p. 18. 1850. 

"Some have supposed, and even published, that the SECRET could 
be told to any one in a moment. The printer and vender of such an 
anonymoWI publication are liabu to a .Prosecution from Fowlers & 
Wells, for trespnssing upon their copyr1ght." [!I !]-lb. p. 11. 

And now, I!Cl\rcely two years after the above appeared, another 
book is published in New York, from which the following para· 
graphs are extntctecl :-

" I feel it my speciul duty to cull particular attention to J. 'B. Dods, 
that the pnbhc mny not be kd utray, especially upon this point, 
without claiming .for my1elj Ol-i?mality in this ~Electrical Poychol
ogy) mysteriou~ acpartmcut of human existence.' -1'reati.8e on .Men
t.ll Alchnn!J, b?t B. Broten. WilUam8, M.D., page 55. Publulled in 
~~~York. 1852. ' 

"I fint discovered, six year.s ago (1846), the precess by which it 
was n•certained, to a certainty, tliat the nervous system of many 
p~l'l<ons were in a ~tate naturully, so that impressions properly made 
would control thcmngalnst their wills. "-lb. p. 88. • 

Such are the rival claims Ill! to the "great ~eeref' of " Mental 
Alchemy I" And if the reader hns any desire to see how much 
dallger he incurs of a" pr08ecution from Fowlers & Wells, for tres· 
passing on their copyright," I refer him to a pamphlet, bearing the 
following title, in which he will find some further information on the 
subject:-

" PATBETISK: Statement of jts Philosophy, and its Di1100very De
fended, against the us•umptions put forth recently under the name 
of 'Electricul Psycb~lo~n·1' 'Electro-Biology,' &o. &o. STIUJI."'ll & 
Co., 95 Ann-fltl'('et, New \ork.'' · 
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"But what was the most remarkable, these pnenomena 
of paralyzation and second sight, were produced in per
l!ons in the wulcingstate. We are satisfied that Mr. Sun
derland has shed a vast amount- of light upon this hitherto 
mysterious subject, and that he will finally work a c:Om
plete revolution of opinion in relation to it. He has made 
it his study for a number of years ~ and if he succeeds 
in his attempts, he will be richly entitled to"the gratitude 
of the humAn race."-Lotl!ell Herald, Sept. 25, 1843. 

"Mr. Sunderland informed the audience that he would 
induce that stato of mental halluciraation called 'second 
sight,' on a person in the walcing condition. And sure 
enough, the lady, with her eyes wide open, arose and 
stretched out her hands towards what she took to be her 
deceased father! And what was still more remarkable, if 
possible, at this instant another Indy, who sat near, and 
one who had never been Mewurized at all, gave a most 
piercing shriek, declaring that she also saw the spirit of 
her deceased sister, and it . was some minutes before Mr. 
Sunderland succeeded in composfng her mind."-Provi
dence Evening Chronicle, Oct. 21, 1843. 

'' Mr. Sunderland drew person11. on the platform tl!id1 
att1ake, and, .as they said, against their own will ! ~ re
ault wns produced on one resembling insanity! The 
mAdman rushed down the aisle, and lashed himself into 
the most terrific attitudes."-Providence Chronicle, Oct. 
30, 1843. 

"The views he presents of the h~man mind are quite 
new, nn<l his Psychological experiment~ far exceed ~my
thing we ever heard of in the annals of • Mesmerism' or 
• Neurology.' ''-Boston Bee, Nov. 20, 1843 • 

"Mr. Sunderland's claim to originality, as stated in his 
lectures, and his )Hiblished works, [The Magnet, 1842, and 
J>athetism, 1843,] is first, in respect to his thtory, ·and se
condly, in respect. to his peculiar manner of operating. His 
fascinating strangers, in a promiscuous assembly, and 
without contact, nnd persons who had never been Mesme
rized previously, and this, too, while in the delivery of his 
lecture; nnd his relief of pain, and, cure of disease, (and 
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other phenomena,) induced in persons wide awake, and 
without any previous Mesmerizing-such results he has 
produced in the liownrd Street Tabernacle and Masonic 
'femple, and such ns were never induced by any other per
son, here or elsewhere."-Boston Post, .Dec. 4, 1843. 

"It is certninly a novel sight to see a lecturer, while 
speaking to a promiscuous a.~sembly, exert the power Mr. 
Sunderland .,es over his · auditors, so as to draw them 
from their seats to himself, on the platform."-Salem 
Gazette, Feb. 23, 1844. 

"Mr. Sunderland's mode of inducing mental phepomena 
is ori[linal, singular in the extreme, and entirely different 
from anything we have he1'etofore !leen. While lecturing1 
and ·as he rivets attention by I lis remarks, you will see 
some dozen or twenty persons, whose characters are irre
proachable, in subjection to his power.;_spell-bound: The 
effects prodltced in thi11 way ·a•·e amusing, indeed.''-Salem· 
Gazette, Feb. 28, 1844. , 
· " Mr. Sunderland is the discoverer of tlte PsychokJ[licai 

truths he advances, and consequently must have an exten
sive acquaintance Tiith the laws which govern mind. His 
manner of operating is. new; for while delivering hi11 lec
tures be fascinates numerous persons in Lis audience, whom 
he causes to sing, dance, and perform on musical instru· 
ments, indeed, anything that may suit his pleasure.''-TIIa 
Oasis, Nasltua, 11. H., lrlay 20, 1844. · 

" Mr. Sunderland's Psychological e:rperiments have ns· 
tonished the most skeptical. To see strong nnd able-bo· 
died men fascinated so as to be uuable to open or close their, 
eyes, or to move, and this, too, without any of tke Me.~
nurizin[l process, and while the lec-turer was at a distance, 
in the actual delivery of his lecture, has been, indeed, a 
novel sight. T~e results produced by his new method, 
are strange, and some of them quite stnrtlin<>':-Portland 
(Me.) 'Bulletin, Sept. 28, 1844. "' 

"M1·. Sunderland is produ~ing a tremendous,excitement 
among our philosophical circles by his wonderful illustra
tions of Path~tism. Last evening he fascinated a dozen 
or more I We cannot look upon the wonderful results 
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produced by his newly-discovered philosophy, without a 
shudder-that such man·elous, superhuman effol:ts should 

• be produced by such simple, natural means !''-Providenc1 
(R.I.) Gazette, .Dec. 11, 1844. • 

I 

• 

Original Experiments. 

54. Some historical account of the manner in 
which my mind was put upon this investigation, 

. and also . some account of the phenomena which 
1resulted from my method of operating in public, 
has been given . . But as this question of method 
must be kept in view in order to come at another, 
still higher, in respect to UsE, it may now be neces
sary to give the facts somewhat more in detail. 
And the foUowing will be sufficient to show in · 
what respects the IDEA of Pathetism comprehends 
all of Mesmerism, and exceeds all that can 'be done 
by operating through one of the external senses 
merely: 

1. Pathetism operated and produced all the 
results of Mesmerism, without the labor of the 
WILL, or its peculiar processes. It had always 
been obj~cted to "Animal Magnetism," that the 
"efforts" of the " will" imposed upon the operator 
were exhausting to his system, and often injurious. 

2. Pathetisrn produces the· same· and more re· 
suits, without the labor of the " will," and on per· 
sons ''wide awake," while they are perfectly con· 
scious of external relations and things. 

3. It has the vast advantage of producing the 
·same results (not on one individual), but on one, 
or a hundred, nt tho same time I In one of my 
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public Lectures in Philadelphia, one of the audi
ence counted and announced that -there were not 
less than two hundred and fifty Fascinated at the 
same time! • 

4. Pathetism produces all the phenomena often, 
without requiring any conditions of the patient; 
and it is the only theory that can consistently 
attempt to do so. In "Mesmerism" you must (at 
first, certainly) gaze at the patient, and take hold 
of his hands. In ''Neurology," you must toucn 
your patient, in some form; So in "Hypnotism," ' 
you must have the sense of sight, and the patient 
must fix his eyes upon something. But not so 
(necessarily) with Pathetism; it produces results, 
and tells how they are produced, when no condi
tions whatever are required of the patient! 

5. Pathetism operates without (always) requiring 
any conditions from the attending spectato·rs! Thus 
multitudes have been affected and brought com
pletely under my control while there has bee~ any 
amount of noise, mirth and excitement throughout 
the entire audience. In thousands of instances I 
have controlled persons "immediately in their 
muscular emotions and mental impressions," in my 
publjc audiences, when they (the audience) were 
overwhelmed with emotion, and carried almost to 
phrenzy in their excitement. In those cases there 
were, there could be, no "mesmeric passes," no 
"coin," no "zinc and copper," nor any other object 
to gaze at, no" profound silence,t' no "electro·re· 
active conditions" required. -. 
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6. Pathetism operates on the' entire audien9e at 
one and the same time, a thing never attempted or 
done by any other theory, old or new. 

7. It operates not only on persons in the "nor· 
mal" or waking state, but it carries them into the# 
higher states of Trance and Ecsta!?J, and in these 
states induces phenomena without addressing either 
one of the external senses. 

8. It dispenses with the unfounded notions in 
respect to the pretended " electricity" of the 
" Tractors" of Perkins, the "zinc and copper," 
"coin." And when results are produced by using 
certain substances, as "coin," or a piece of char· . 
coal, this theory shows how it is that they come . 
to pass. 

9. The method of Pathetism compelled persons 
to come out from my public audiences, and place 
themselves on my platform! It may be an easy 
thing to experiment on persons after they have 
left the audience, and seated themselves near to the 
oper3Jor ; but not so common to experiment upon 
them, and thus cause them to leave their seats, 
even before they had any suspicion of an influence 
exerted over them ! 

10. And more I I have, by Pathetism, controlled 
persons not only "immediately," even before they 
had taken their aents in my pub'lic lecture room, 
but I have also Fascinated them at a distance of 
a mile, and in that state have drawn them to my 
hall! 

11. Pathetism is original, in causing one somni· 
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pathist to perform experiments upon another, as 
for instance, I :first entrance .A, then A entrances 
B, and B entrances C, and so on from one to :fifty. 

12. Pathetism is original in causing SUR.GEONS to 
' operate in public, while both the surgeon and his pa· 

tient were in a state of 1rance, without the use of 
the external senses. Dr. H. J. Paine, in 1845, then . 
of Troy, N. Y. (now at San Francisco), also Dr . 
.A. L. Hoyt, in Tremont Temple, Boston, 1846, 
and Dr. J. Thiers, in Coliseum Hall, New York, 
1847, al'e among the number who have been con· 
trolled by Pathetism in this way. 

Unity. 

55. In the theory of Pathetism, then, we :find a 
PIUNCIPLE which runs through human nature, and 
one which is sufficient to account for one and all 
of the phenomena whi9h ever were or ever can be 
art:ifoially induced in the nervous system, .because 
by · applying this same principle we :find that one 
and all of these diversified results can be produced -
by addressing the mind through either of the 'exter· 
nal..senses. * .After the relation is once formed, (79) 
then results may be induced by the will force 
merely. (100.) 

!t All the ultimatu tendencies of nature are to unity. A hope 
has been expressed by the celebrated Faraday, whose researches 
and discoveries have raised him to the highest rank among Euro
pean philosphers, that 1:e will yet be able to demonatrate the idm· 
tity of Heat, Light, Magneti1m and Electricity; or that these 
imponderable agenrics are but so many different mnnifeetatiooa of 
OIW and tho aame jot·~ 
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What Ia the Reader's Verdict f 

56. Thus far in respect to the historical a.<~pects 
of this subject. The reader can now determine 
for himself, not merely what Pathetism is, but in 
what respects it differ,s, if any, from preceding 
methods, and also whether any injustice has been 
done it in the substitution of other terms signify· 
ing precisely the same thing.* 

* At a public meeting Leld in tl1e Tremont Temple, Boston, 
}'ebruary 6, 1850, and attended by editct·s, physicians, and a large 
number of citizens, Tyler Parsons, E:!q., presided, and after a full 
and free d~ussion, the following resolutions were unanimously 
adopted: 

" Whereas, This meeting having assembled f<~r the purpos_e of 
hearing cxpo!ed the claims of what ha.s recently been called 'Elcc· 
trical Psychology,' or 'Electro-Biology,' and which has been lif,!t 
forth by Rev. 'l'heo,philu~ Fiske as a • newly discovered science,' 
which, it is said, has ~cu brought to light within eighteen months 
past ; and whereas the uisclosurcs made to this meeting by Mr. 
George P. Kettell, who ha.~ been fully instructed in the so-cnlll:d 
• new science' by said Mr. Fiske, together with the documentary 
evidence laid before us,* have fully sntiefied us that what is calleu 
• Electrical Psychology,' or' Electro-Biology,' is not a new science; 
and hence the demand of ten dollars for teaching it, and the 
required pledge of secrecy, are unjust, and nn imposition upon the_ 
public. 

." Tltel'e[.orc resolved, as the sense of this meeting, 'l11at whnt is· 
called • Electrical Psychology,' or • Electro-Biology,' is not new, 
either in theory or practice, 1he electrical theory of life ha'l'ing 
years ago been taught by Dt·. Wilson Phillip, H. H. Sherwood, and 
others; and the usc of metals, known under the name·of Perkins' 
Tractors ; and the performance of Psychological experi!llents, With
cut what is called the • mesmeric process,' on a number at once, 

* Dmv•lison'a Physiologv, vol. i., pp. 94 and 9&-Percirn's Materia. 
:Medica and '!'heraJlCntics,· vol. i., p. 67, and authors therein quoted 
-Harrison Qn theN Cf\'OUS sr.Htem, p. 15~-Sherwood's Motive Power 
of Or~auic Life-Mngnet, vo . i. 1843-Pathetism, wi~h Practicalln
atructtons, &c., 1843-Bostou Po8t of Dec. 4th, 1843-Puthetism, an 
Eosay, &c,, 1~*1 .-/Jailv Mail, Ptb. 7, 1350. 
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PHILOSOPHICAL. 

57. In all systems which come under the gen· 
eral head of Philosophy, Science, or Theology, 
it will be observed, there is some one leading idea, 
or peculiar characteristic which distinguishes one 
system from another. So in all treatises upon Men· 
tal Philosophy, each of which has had its receivers, 
and each based upon, or constituted by some one 
leading principle which separates it from all others. 

In answer, then, to the question, as to what con· 
stitutes the Theory of Pathetism, and by which it 

while they were nwakc, having been done in this city more than six 
years ago by Mr. LaRoy Sunderland, as appears from tbe Boston 
Post of December 4th, 1843. 

" Re1olved, '11lat Mr. George P. Kettt>ll having been deceived b,r 
the assumptions in regard to the • new science,' in the opinion of thJa 
meeting i$ fully ab~olved, as all other pel'sons in similar circum
stances unquestionably are, from all obligations of • honor' to keep 
the pledge of • secrecy' imposed upon him in regard to the so-called 
• new science.' 

" Resolved, That the Rev. Theophilus Fiske, the teacher of the 
so-called • new science,' having failed to be pl'esent at this meeting, 
when re~pectfnlly invited to appear and defend him•elf; nnd ns he 
also refused Mr. Kettell the privilege of making his disclosures 
before one of Mr. Fioke's audiences (as Mr. Kettell requested the 
opportunity of doing), it is to us, and should be to our fellow-citi· 
zens, suffiCient evidence that .Mr. Thcophilus l<'iske is himself cou
scious of his utter inability to mnintnin !1is claims in regurd to the. 
newness of the so-called science of ' 'Electro-Biology,' in which 
opinion this meeting fully concurs. • 

"Resolved, That this preamble and these resolutions be signed 
by the Chairman, and offered for publication in nil our city papers, 
with the re'!uest that they be copied by other papers throughout 
the country.' -
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becomes a distinct system of Mental Philosophy, 
the following statement is made : 

58. (1.) The triune of all things, in Essence, 
Form and Use. 

59. (2.) The philosophy of SPHERES, Natural, 
Human, and Divine. 'l'he qualities of things, the 
sources whence originate all Sympathies, Antipa· 
thies, Apathies, Attractions, (love) and Repulsions, 
{hatred). 

60. (3.) The doctrine of RELATIONS, Correspon· 
dencies, Associations, whence originates' Power, 
physical, and moral.* 

* Perbaps tbe lending Idea may be oomprehended in Triune or 
Trinity. The theory set fortb in the works, (the title~ of which I 
l1ave given above,) I suppose to be original, only in a partial sense, 
as we know, tbnt nature's laws are as old as the Universe itael£ 
But, in no pro\'ious publications, it is believed, will they be found eo 
distinctly elaborated, and •ystnnatized, as in . those I have named. 
What those principles involve may be inferred from the following· 
eummnry quoted from Pathetism (184'1) p. 14. 

1. In respect to the peculiar functions of the nutritiv1,ftuid. 
2. The fuenlty of iMtinct. 
3. The rcnl nnture of sl<!tp. 
4. The uutnrc of pain. 
r;. 1'he rutimuzu of pkasure and .ht~man .happineu. 
6. The nature nnd cnu:>es of cerebral uciU1Mntl1 both natural and 

abnormal. 
7. 'fhe rntionnle of iruensibility, in c:ises of induced domnambulism. 
8. 'fhe rationak oE mental und ~piritual emotiQ11.11 110Zitionl and -

eu)lu. 
9. The rntionnle of oon(Jenilal,Pllmomer~.a. 

10. The philosophy of 11Untal tnfluence. 
11. The true nuture of di8ease nud lualth. 
12. 'l'he can"c" of mental hallucill.atil>n,jita, and i.ni<Jnity. 
18. Whatfunctionalpower i~. 
14. The dift'creucc in the ingestive, rettnti11e, and ~ f~Wtiou, 

which constitute the vital tclJiwmy. 
15. The nature of intuition. 
16. The CILII >e:l of congenital" marks" upon children. 
17. 'fhe rati(ln<Jl" of induced trance or fu•cinati<m. 
18. The philosophy of the re•nlts attributed to 1upn-natvrlll or M

r.u:uwu• power. 
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And thus we perceive where the preceding foe~ 
center. Man has th1·ee senses, Heart'ng, &eing, and 
Feeling (Smell and ':I.'aste are included in Feeling) ; 
so the same results may be induced, (awake or en· 
tranced) by addressing one, or all of these senses. 
And, then, after the RELATION has been once es· 
tablishcd thrvugh the external senses, then, and 
not till then, results may be induced merely by vo· 
litidn. / 

Let us now proceed to consider with a little more 
minuteness, the rationale of their induction. 

Spheres. 

61. As the term Sphere has an important and 
comprehensive signification in this philosophy, it 
may be necessary tc give to it some attention here: 

1. It sigui.fies not merely a perfect globe, or body, 
which is in every pn.rt, equally distant from a point 
called its center, but, also, the extent, or cirwit of 
motion, peculiar to any given body. 

2. The extent, or ci1·cuit of lcnowledge, peculiar to 
individuals. 

3. Rank, or order of society, by which -the rela· 
tive position of one te another is determined. 

19. The rntiounle of tho effects nttributeJ to talinnam, amulltl, 
~harm:'!! &c. 

20. '!·he rntionnlo of Bympatll:;. 
21. Jfuscular nwti<m. 
22. The connection between inBtiMt, the nutritiu :fluid, and the 

human mind:-
23. The difference in the inatir.ctive, in(ltRtive, retentive, nud l:l>CW 

1ive enwtion1, volition1, nnd actionl of the humnn mind. 
u. Connection between mmwry and the nutritive fluid. 
25. Tho rutionule of tho" Vilmtd~tr~natur~."-
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4. The extent, or circuit of that which proceeds · 

from any body or substance, the whole of the t,''n
fluence exerted from or by any one. Each indivi
dual, every animal, and every plant in the vege· 
table kingdom, every mineral even, has a sphere 
.of. its own. Swedenborg says:- , 

" Sympathies and antipat!Lies are nothing else, than 
erl1alations of affections, from minds which affect one 
another, according to similitudes, and excite aversion ac
cording to dissimilttudes. These, although they are innu
merable, and are not sensibly perceh:ed by any s.ense of 
the body, are yet perceived by the sense of the soul, as 
one, and, according to them, all conjunctions and con~o
ciations in the spiritual world are made.''-T. 0. R. 365. 

'' Spirftual spheres encompiiSS all spirits and societies of 
spirits jlowDtg forth from the ·life of the affections, and 
of the thoughts thence derh·ed. Wherefore, if the affec
tions be contrary, collision takes place, whence comes anx
iety."-A. C. 10, 312. 

"A sphere diffuses itself, not only from angels and 
spirits, but also, from all and each of the things which 
appear in that world, as from the trees and from their 
fruits there, from sh,ubs, and from their flowers, from 
herbs and from grapes, yea, from earth, and from every 
thing of them ;-this is universal, as well in things living 
as dead, that everything is surrounued by something simi
lar to that which is within it, and that this is continually 
erlw,led from it ;-a continual stream of e.flluvia, flows 
forth from a man, al'lo from every animal, and likewise 
from trees, fruits, shrubs, flowers, yea, from metals and 
stones."-.D. L. &: .D. W. 291-293. 

" There flows fOrth, yea, overflows from every man a 
rpiritual sphere, derived from the affections of his love, 

· which encompasses him, and infuses itself into the Mtural 
1phere, derived from the body, so that the two 1phere1 are 
conjoined. That a natural sphere is continually flowing 
forth, not only from mnn, but also from beMts, yea, from 

• 
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trees, f;uitl, flowers, and .alsQ from metals, is a thing gene-
rally known.":-0. L. 171. · 

Every spirit, and still more every society of spirits bas 
its own sphere proceeding from the principles and persua
sions imbibed, which is the sphere of those principles and 
persuasions. The sphere of principles and persuasions, is ' 
such, that when it acts upon another, it causes truths to 
appear like falses, and calls forth all sorts of confirmatory 
arguments, so as to induce the belief that, things false are 
true, and that things evil are good. Hence it may appear 
how easily man may be confirmed in falses and evils, un
less he belie\·e the truths which are from the Lord.
.A. 0. 15, 10. 

Idiosyncrasies. 

62. The following testimony is from Dr. M. 
Good: 

"We occasionally meet among mankind, with a sort of 
sensation altogether wonderful and inexplicable. There 
are some persons so peculiarly affected by the presence of 
a parLicular object, that is neither seen, tasted, be!lrd, 
smelt or touchCJd, ns not only to lie conscious of its pres
ence, but to be in ngony till it is remo,·cd. The vicinity 
of a cat not unfrequently produces !l•ch an effect, :111d I 
have been a witness to the most decisive proofs of thill in . 
several instances." 

I kriew a person who wus so much affected with 
the smell of onions, as to be unable to remain in 
~he house where they were; and it is said, Henry 
the Third, of France, could not endure the pres· 
~nee of a cat. Lord Chancellor Bacon fell down 
in: a fit when ever there was an eclipse of the moon, 
the philosopher Boyle could not endure the sound 
of water drawn from a cock. Erasmus trembled 
at the smell or sight of fish; Marshall D'Albert 

• 
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fainted at the sight of a sucking pig ; -La Molie l'\ 
Voyer could not endure the sound of music; and 
Shakspeare speaks of some person in his day who 
could not endure the sound of the bagpipe. The 
celebrated astronomer Brahe, was totally paralyzed 
in his limbs at the sight of a live hare; and we 
have known intelligent persons who could not en
dure the sight of a rat. Some persons are pecu. 
liarly affected on touching certain kinds of metals, 
and others are affected in the same way if they 
touch them only with their thoughts. An intelli
gent lady of my acquaintance had such an antipa· 
thy to spiders, that for eight ye·ars she retained the 
sense of disgust and horror, which it gave her, on 
finding one upon her person. 

Now, it is quite certain, that these states of feeling 
do not depend upon the judgment, but they must 
have their origin in the peculiarity of the physical 
nature of each person. So it is in common life. 
There is a sphere surrounding every individual, aud 
which you perceive at once, when you approach 
him. On the first sight of one person, you feel in· 
stinctively repelled, and you do not find it possible 
to (eel pleased with being near to him, or to delight 

-in his company. But with another person you are 
· delighted at once. You feel an attachment to him, 
for which you can render no reason at all, no more 
than you could for the antipathy you felt for the · 
other. All our feelings of love, friendship, and dis· 
like, are founded on these peculiarities of our n&· 
ture. 
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Reichenbach's Experlnaeats. 

68. Perhaps no author since Swedenborg has 
'tlone more towards demonstrating this doctrine as to 
the sphere8 of physical bodies than Baron Reichen
bach.* 

But, then, I am satisfied that his work is liable 
to mislead, and therefore, should be read with great 
caution. This difficulty con~ists in the following 
facts :-

Sensitives. 

ti-t (1..) With bu~ a very sma:ll exception, 1ill of 
Heichenbach's experiments were performed through 
the nervous systems of a peculiar class of people 
whom he denominated sensitive8. 

Individualities. 

65. (2 .. ) Hence, though there may be so~eappa
rent unij01·mity in the results which he developed 
from his "sensitives," yet, it must be borne in mind, 
that Reichenbach's own nervous or mental spkre 
entered into those experiments, and necessarily 
served to modify them in some form or other. A 
similar remark might be made on the experiments 
made by Dr. Buchanan, and the same may be said 
of experiments made by any man or woman, when 
they are performed through the nervous systems 
of one or· more individuals. 

* Physico-Physiological Reeeo.rches on the Dynamics of Hapet
bm, :E;lcetricity, &c. 
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The sphere of the operator -:may, and often does,~ 
direct, modify and control the whole I ! In cases, 
therefore, where certain results are expected by the 
operator, or by his patients, and, which depen~ 
upon the nervous susceptibilities of either party, 
we must bear in mind, how much these results mag 
vary, and with how much ca)ltion we should de
duce conclusions from such ~xperiments, as apply· 
ing, always, to physical bodies. 

Popular Excitements. 

66. (3.) It is manifest, from this law, which has 
· 1ts origin in the Idiosyncrasy or sphere of different 

"preachers of the gospel," that what have been call· 
ed "revivals of religion," have always had certain 
characteristics, depending on the views of the leaders 
by whom they were "got up." Thus, persons who 
.were "converted" under the preaching of John 
Wesley, generally went thr~ugh a certain routine 
of .il feelings' ' and ''exercises," as all have done, 
who have been since "converted" under the labors 
of Wesley's followers. But, tho,se attracted by the 
writings of Emanuel Sweden borg are" converted" · 
by a different process j and a similar remark might 
be made of" revivals" among the" Baptists,"" Pr~· 
byterians," and "Mormons ;" and, indeed,· of par· 

, ticular "revivals" or "conversion11'' under different 
preachers ;-they are, always, in some respect, char
ac~stic, both of the men by whose spheres or in· , 
fluences they are got up,. and the sectarian view$ by. 
which they are governed. Hence, we may see 

4 
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John Wesley in a Methodist " revival." We see 
George Fox in the Quaker meeting and costume ; 
An:Q. Lee, in the Shaker habits, and the preacher, . 
er founder of the sect, always, in his followers, and 
in the " experience" the views and feelings of all 
who are converted by th:eir labors. In the nature 
of things, it must be so. Each one has his pecu
liar spltere, within which he will bring as many oth· 
ers as he finds congenial with himself, and the in
fluence he exerts over them, will distinguish him 
and them from all others, who are influenced by 
another sphere, essentially, or altogether different.* 

Misnomer? 

67. (4.) While, therefore, it is admitted, that. 
Reichenbach's experiments do much towards illus~ 
trating the Mgh susceptibilities of certain temperaments, 
they do but little towards demonstrating any thing . 
like physical force, eliminated from physical bodies.t 

• And in tl1eee laws we find the reasons for that caution whicll 
allalM>uld exercise before !ubmitting tl1eir minds to the it!ftuence• cz. 
erciscd by another. In each, there are certain Tea<li11g traita of clw
acter, whicll they communicnte. In one, we mny perceive thtl de:· 
tructi11eneu of the tiger; in another, tile ctmning of tl1e ibx ; an· 
other, the ucrctiven1sa of tl1e cat ; another, the fidelity of the dog ; 
another, tlu~ ulj-eaf«m of the pencock; another, the &tubbonu~~ of 
the donkey; arid so of the swine, the. goat, the lion, the IJOI'se, c!:c. 
We should b& attracted hy thoee who are tr6ollt! UoJ in goodntll ami 
trut1. 

f Reichenbach, (and after him mnny otllerM) tpeaks of whnt fie 
calls the "odic furce f' But, why c11ll that "'hicb is nrerely au llim
ittation, a force 1 1C th11t which is eliminateJ, Cllll produ~ 110 

dwJro ia oUlor llodi.ee, why c:all it a ~ ju11u,. 

• 
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In one case (p. 85) he details an experiment which 
seems to prove, that force issued from a magnet, 
which ll.ffected an iodized silver plate, in a perfectly 
dark room, during the. space of sixty-four hours; 
and it is to be r~gretted that he did not perform 
more experiments of the same kind, nor that he 
does not teli us\ precisely, what distance the mag· 
net was placed from the plate. The magnetic forces 
affect metals, we know ; but whether it was light, 
eliminated from that magnet which affected that 
iodized plate, does not by any means appear. 

, SpberH of PhJslcal Boditl!l. 

68. (5.) Giving so very large a number of exper· 
iments performed entirely on nervous or "sensitive" 
persons, by the spheres of magnets, crystals, &c., 
the common reader would be led to infer, that all 
pltysicallxxlies have suclt spheres, ns to give oft' phys
ical FORCES, which can produce changes in other 
physical bodies. But this inference does not follow; 
for Reichenbach, himself, says (p. 226) that what 
he calls the od, (or what Swedenborg calls the 
sphere,) 'which is given off from all physical bodies, 
affects nothing except what is like it. H~ says:-

,,All odic flume mRy be tnRde to flicker by currents of 
nir, be diverted, caused to move, blow about, nnd broken 
up by blowing on it. Meeting with solid bodies, it bends 
Dround them, follows their surface, nnd streams forward 
on them, like ftnmea of common tire. We can give it 
any direction we plense."-P. 226. 
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Teati~ony_ of." SenaltlYes.'' 

69. But even this testimony does not &Jllount to 
what we want, inasmuch as all that is here stated, 
is taken from the lips of the "Sensitives," whom 
the Baron caused to see·what he describes I If the 
properties of physical bodies may pe determined 
from the testimony of a certain class of "Sensi· •• tives," whose nervous systems, or whose minds arc 
affected by them, or by what they tltinlc (76.) about 
them, then, from similar testimony, we can prove 
all the stories that have been told of ghosts, appa· 
ritions, and communications said to have been re· 
ceived by such persons from the spiritual world.* 

* Reichenbarh, without having designed anything like a P"" 
upon the word otl, or odd, which is the term be applies to designate 
the epheres of different subetanccs, has, neverthcle&~, shown mani· 
festly tlll\1. he is dependent upon the testimony of an odd class of 
people for the truth of what he affirms. For iustance, he gives the 
following account of them :-

"These are tho persons who are gener~<lll regarded 118 capricioa• 
and whimsical; who cannot bear tho color o yellow, while more th1111 
others they love the color of blue; who hate to look at them110lves in 
a glass; who will not eit on tho middle of a bench with otheno, but 
insist on having the corner scati who cannot sleep on tho leftsido; 

~ho cannot est with a spo<>n or Iork of Gennan silver, or of any OOUI• 
· ~ition made to imitate silver; who cannot eat \Varm, much .)C)() ked, 

fa"'. or sweet food, but have a pns.~ion for sour dishes; who dislike the 
heat of an irop stove, while they will bear an even greater best from 
oue of clay or porcel11iu; who, iu an omnibus or railroad car, insist 
on having tho windows OJ>en no m11tter wh11t the weather may be, 
and no matter whether their fellow tmvelers f~nr colds and r,beuma
tism or not; who cannot bear to have any one behind their chair and 

• do not like to shake hnuds; who are sub)ect to the intlnence of the 
moon, and shun its light 118 disngree11ble,' &c. &c. 

Now, as long aa we know, that from this class of JHOPk you may 
bring out almost any kind of "experimenta" you please, and COil

firma tory of any theory, we cannqt allow the weight to ReicheD
baah'e IIIUDipUoae which he, bimlel( - to attach to thtm. 
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TESTIMONY OF 11 SENSITIVES;" 'l'l 

(6.) The conclusion we come to, then, is this; 
that physical qualities must be demonstrated hy 
physical results; nervous qualities by nervous re
sults, and mental qualities or spheres by mental 
phenomena. True, we may be able to form just 
conclusions, in respect to physical bodies, from the 
effects they produce on the minds or nervous sys· 
terns ~tf 11 Sensitives," but the process must be very 
slow, as it is attended with many d~ulties. It is 
an easy matter indeed to demonstrate whether a 

. person is what Reichenbach calls a "Sensitive," or 
not; and so we may succeed in proving far more 
as to the ever·varying susceptibilities of the nervous 
#!jstem, than we can as to the inherent properties of 
the substances which may be made to operate upon 
them. Reichenbach commences his Treatise with 
the following remark :-

" If a strong magnet, capable or supporting ten pounds, 
be drawn downwards over the bodies or fifteen or twenty 
persons, without actually touching tl1em, some among 
them will always be found to be excited by it, in a peculiar 
m:m11er." 

Undoubtedly; and similar results would follow, 
if you passed a piece of chalk down their backs, 
provided they believed it was a magnet. Or, still 
better, blindfold the " fifteen or twenty persons," 
and do nothing to them, but cause them to believe 
you are passing a powerful magnet down their 
backs, and you will find the results generally the 
same, 

... , ... -·· .- · -. 
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Spberea ol .LUeatal Bodies. 
~ 

70. (7.) In order to comprehend, then, how it is 
that one mind controls another, we must remem· 
ber that every mind has its sphere, ·in a higher 
sense, than can be said of physical bodies. And, 
the lower tl:e organism, the lower its sphere. 

Spheres affect spheres according to their chemical, 
mental, or spiritual affinities. So it is said the sphere 
of this Earth affects other globes, or is affected by 
them. The sphere of the sun is determined by 
the extent and power of its heat and light. The 
spheres of two minds assimilate or unite, according 
to their mental affinities, or are . repelled by their 
inherent antipathies, over which neither of them 
may have much, if any, control. 

And the allusion to the Earth and the Heavenly 
.Bodies may suggest an idea with regard to space, 
which should be understood in order to compre· 
hend how it is that one mind may affect another at a 
distance. The spheres of'all bodies determine the 
influence they have upon one another, whatever 
the distance may be, or rather the distance is de
termined by their spheres. As the mind, there
fore, ascends in the scale of existence, its sphere 
annihilates (so to speak) space ; and hence it is, 
-that qualities or states cannot be measured by space. 
\Vhat does Love, Goodness, Joy, Hope, -know of 
'pace? And if these states exist without any . 
reference to space, so may intuition and the know
ing faculties of the mind.· Or, if .we. c:m under-
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-
stand the subject better, we may contemplate the 
spheres of physical bodies as the media through 
which they are perceived. 4nd so th6 spheres of 
animal bodies may be the meqium through which 
they affect· one another, and the sphere of the 
mind, the medium through which its knowledge 
is obtained. .And this leads us to other laws of the 
nervous system, which we may now proceed to 
contemplate. ~· 

·Sympathetic ·Imitation. 

71. This doctrine of the sphere8 or the qualititt 
of things explains how it comes to pass that cer· 
tain persons may be compelled tc? i~~tate whatever 
they see done, or may be induced to feel, or see, or 

~ do whatever may be suggested to them, or they may 
have any conception of. .And this very su.sceptibility 
to sympathetic imitation in certain persons,· was 
described more than two hundred years ago. 

"Men, if they see but another man tremble, giddy, or 
8ick of some fearful disease, their apprehensions and fear 
ore so strong in this kind, that they will have such a dis
ease. Or, if by some ~Soothsayer, wise man, fortune-teller, 
or phylician, [or lecturt>r ], they be told they shall have 
such a dise:~~e. they will so seriously apprehend it that 
tht>y will instantly labor of it. If it be told them that 
they shall be sick on such a day, when that day comes 
they will surely be sick, and will be so terribly afilicted 
that sometimes t!tey will die upon it."' 

* Burton'• Anat. Mel. voL I, p. 221. 
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Mental Cootal(loo. 

72. If o~e person is said to see a ghost, it not 
unfrequently happens that a sensibility is awaken.«l 
in the minds of many others, till the infection ha& 
spread, and ghosts are multiplied in proportion to 
the susceptibility of the people who happen to hear 
the strange details of the departed spirits. So, if 
one in a famlly, or neighborhood, happens to have 
a singular dream, it is followed with o~hers of the 
same kind. In a word, whatever is related to the 
strange or marvelous, whatever is calculated to 
excite credult'ty or fear, operates by sympathy, and 
in this way 'fe may easily account for t,he preva· 
lenoe of many crimes, and the various forms of 
delusion, which have, from time to time, so much 
disturbed and cursed the world. 

There is a kind of contagion, purely mental, so 
-to speak ; there is a peculiar aptitude in minds, 
and society, to assume a peculiar train of ~bought, 
or feeling, grave or gay, as the circumstances may 
dictate. The convulsions among the children in 
the Poor House at Haarlem, under the inspection 
-of Boerhaave, were caused and cured by these 
·laws. 
: Mr. Powers·~ details the particulars of a family 
:in Chelmsford, Mass., where one of the children 
was affected with cholera; and five others exercised 
themselves i~ imitating his odd gestures, until 

* Infiuence of the Iroagioat.ion on the N ervoua Syatem. 
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every one of them· wns irresistibly affected in the 
same way. And ' the spell wns not broken until ; 
the fatber1 one day, brought in a block and axe, 
and sternly threatened to take oft' the bead of the 
first child who should exhibit any more of those 
singular gestures. 

Dr. Haygartb gives a similar account of the 
cflects of sympathy, which took place in 1796, 
nmong some pensants in the Island of Anglesey. 
It commenced with one female, and in a short time 
extended to some twenty others. And a similar 
account is given by Rev. Mr. Archibald, of Unst.* 
He says, at first the affection commenced with a 
female ; but ·on her manifesting the atrection at 
church, it was immediately communicated to others. 
And in another parish, some sixty persons were 
seized in the same way ; and being carried out and 
laid in the yard, they would struggle and roar with 
all their might, for five or ten minutes, and then 
rise up without remembering anything that hl!d 
happened to them. 

Sectarian Manta. 

73. Affections of the same kind prevailed among 
the Anabaptists in GerJnany, and· the French 
Prophets in Dauphiny, and in England; and after 
them the Quakers, and also among the Puritans of 
New England, in 1745, and more recently among 

· the Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, and espe· 
cially among the Mormons. Nor are these afttlc-
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· tions confined to Protes\ant sects ; they have been 
equally prevalent among the Papists, and, indeed, 
among tho~e who are not religiously disposed. I 
have been informed of similar affections among the 
Mahometlms. , A gentleman who has been among 
them during seasons of prayer, states, that for some 
time he had seen some of them convulsed, and 
they would emit a kind of froth at the mouth. 
'fhose less favored, would take this foam from the 
mouths of their companions, and by rubbing it 
upon their own bodies, would thus excite a similar 
state of feeling and action in themselves. . 

Diseases Caused by Sympathy. 

74. That the affections above described, were 
communicated by the laws of sympathetic imitatwn, 
there can be no doubt. And it would be equally 
easy to show, that many diseases deemed conta· 
gious, have been communicated in the same way. 
The history of the Asiatic Cholera would as plainly 
demonstrate the truth of this position, as it would 
prove that any such disease ever existed. In 1821, 
cholera so raged 'in Bankok that in a short time 
4000 persons died. Th_e king appointed his nobles, 
piiests and astrologers, to ascertain the cause of 
this scourge. After a long and very solemn inves· 
tigation, it was the unanimous opinion of the 
council that it was produced by an evil spirit that · 
visited their shore in the shape of a fish, and that 
it was only necessary to fire their guns to get rid 
of the monster. ·Accordingly · the inhabitants 
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assembled in masses on the beach with their guna, 
which they continutd firing for some time, bui 
without effect, as of those who were collected on 
the beach, 700 died there. 

Crimes froDl Sympathy. 

75. And the same might be said of other diseases 
and affections, both mental and physical, which are 
frequently known to gain upon individuals, fami· 
lies, neighborhoods, and generally whole districts 
of country. · Sometimes an enormous crime will be 
committed; and its flagrancy excites a kind of sus· 
ceptibility in the mind of another, until it has been 
followed by a dozen or more of the same kind.* 

Fanaticism from Sympathy. 

76. If one person makes a profess,ion of having 
been "magnetized by spirits;" the idea impresses 
others in the same way, and thus convulsions, jerks, 
jitj, and the like have been known to spread from one 
family and one neighborhood to another, till innu· 
merable multitudes have become "obseped" with 

* Some of tho above langung'e ia from my larger work, a fnct -
~ which, perhaps, I ought to mention here, lest it might be supposed 
it bad found its way into these pages, from the writioge of my 
friend, Mr. A. J. D!lvis, without the ualllll aigna of credit. Colnpare 
"The Great Harmonia," (1852), voL iii, pp. 92, 93, 96,101,102,and 
136, with Pnt!letism, (1847), pp. 74, 75,105,102, 101,and 111, page 
with pnge, in the order here set do\vn. To be aure, the matter ia 
of no consequence at all, except in 80 far aa it may render me liable 
to the sn•piciou of having quoted from Mr. D., without cmiit, ~~ 
I am merely uaing my own language. 
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the same impressions, however wild and absurd 
th98C impressions may prove to be. 

The "Relation." 

77. To understand fu11y the laws of association, 
or the source whence one mind acquires POWER 

over another, we must bear in mind what has been 
said of the spheres or qualities of different minds. 
This will prepare us to comprehend what is meant 
by that RELATION upon which all power depends. 
This relation must, of course, take its character and 
extent from the spheres in which two different minds 
are developed, and from the sympathet£c, £mitative 
susceptibilities of one of the parties. 

If the brain is affected by the stomach, or vice 
versa, it is because they sustain a peculiar relation 
to each other, and so of every effect which comes 
.to pass, throughout universal nature: 'l'wo things 
must not only exist, before the third is produced, 
but there must be a 1·elation brought about between 
them ; for, without this, there can be no cause, no 
effect of any kind. Some results may require more 
than two things to be combined, but it is a fact so 
.well known, that no effect of any kind can be pro
duced without a relation first established between 
an agent and a substance to be acted upon, that 
we need not stop here to argue this point. It is 
.one of those self-evide~t truths, which everywhere 
first meets the opening senses of the human mind, 
and therefore is no more susceptible of proof than 
one's own consciousness of thinking, speaking, or 
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acting. It will be sufficient, therefore, if I merely, 
, in this connection, add what may be necessary to 

show how this first law of nature· applies to the 
s~bject now under consideration. 

llht!ltration. 

78. If you take two pieces of soft, smooth iron, 
and apply them together, you will discover no at
traction between them. But if you rub one upon 
the other, lengthwise, in one di·rection, only for a few 
minutes, you will perceive a mutual attraction be~ 
tween them. Now, we· say this attraction depends 
on the relation established between those two pieces 
of iron, by bringing them in contact in that pecu
liar manner. For if you merely rub one upon tho 

• other, as in •the precess of filing, no effects of this 
kind are produced. So, if you take an ordinary 
iron rod, and hold it horizontally, on applying the 
needle it will not show any signs of polarity-; but 
hold the rod, for a time, perpendicularly to the 
earth, and it acquires polarity, so as to affect the 
needle. · The reason to be assigned for this, is, that 
in the one case, the rod sustains a relation to the 
earth, from which its polarity is derived, which it 
does not sustain in the other. Zinc and copper 
produce no galvanic effect, till a relation is estab
lished between them by a suitable fluid. 

--------

So we say of light and heat. No effects are 
produced by the sun until his influence is extended 
to the earth, and a certain relation must be brought 
about bttween the. earth and the sun, before the 
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process of vegetation is commen8ed ; ~nd not tboa, 
• even, unless the sun is brought in contact with 
earth of a cert&n quality. 

All chemical results come to pass, from relations 
established between two or more substances ; and 
the effects depend always upon the spheres or quali· 
ties of the bodies which are brought together. This 
law is univer8al. True, when you bring two poles 
of the sa~ denomination in contact, a result is 
produced, but it is of a negative character: they 
mutually repel or destroy each other. But, to 
bring about a positive result, to change the state 
of one substance or body, it must be brought into 
relation with another of an opposite quality,-that 
is, one must be positive in respect to the other, 
which is negative. One is ACTIVE, the other is p<U· 

live. 
Power of Habit. 

79. (2.) This relation is increased by habit, and 
sometimes acquires supreme control over the mind. 
This fact explains how it is that some persons are 
made sick by the mere thougl1t of an emetic. The 
mind having become accustomed to the effects pro
duced by the drug, the mere sight or thought of it 
calls up this relation, and the sickness follows. So, 
when the mind becomes habituated to the effects 
of any other medicine, or any peculiar process for 
the production of certain results; it is often effected 
by this relation in the same way. (93.) 

Instance the condition of one confirmed in habits 
of intoxication. While the rum-bottle is out of 
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·sight, he remains quiet and sober; but on merely 
seeing the vessel from which he has so often 
quaffed the bewitching liquid, his susceptibility is 
awakened at once, and his desire for it again be
comes ungovernable, till he is carried into the vor
tex of destruction. 

What is called the "association of ideas," is at· 
tributable to this same power. The sight of one 
object calls up another, with which it had become 
associated. 

The first note of a well·known tune, brings to 
mind the entire piece of music. Cases of severe 
'tooth-ache have often been cured by the mere sight 
of the forceps. Persons injured by fright, in cases 
of fire, or great danger, are sometimes alarmed on 
hearing similar sounds, or merely seeing any place 
or object which brings the _scene ngain ·before the 
mind. Some will sink into a state of trance, by 
merely sitting in the chair where they have been 
often entranced before ; and the sight of any place, 
where the mind has been peculiarly impressed, re· 
vives the same feelmgs, and we live over again the 
scenes which, otherwise, had remained entirely ob
literated from recollection. 

Power of Faith. 

80. (8.) TMs relation, ~·n some cases, IB~tms to depend 
wholly upon the belief as to £ts nature, and the mind 
tranifers t'tfrom one olrfect to another.-That the mind 
has this power, is proved by innumerable facts. 

. How else did it come to pass, that the opiate given 

• 
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by Dr. Gregory, operated according to what the 
patient thought it was, and not according to its real 
nature? How else did it come to pass, that Sir 
W. Ellis' patient was salivated with bread pills? 
Indeed, almost every practitioner of any consider· 
able experience, will be found able to refer to cases 
of the same kind, when the effects of medicine 
have been just in proportion to the appreh.ensions 
or faith of the patieni, and not according to their 
well-known medical properties.* It was this law 
of the human mind which killed the man who 
thought himself bleeding to death. He was blind-· 
folded, and told that a vein in his arm had been 
opened for the purpose of bleeding him to death. 
He heard a stream of water running into a bowl, 
which be took to be the blood from his veins; and 
in a short time he fainted and died. Such is the 
FORCE of associat~, and the power of this law, 
when once fastened upon the human mind. 

• Patlutinn, 1843. -
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Direction• for Pathctizin•· 

81. F1;om the information already given, it is 
supposed the reader must now either have some 
idea as to my method, or, ai least he must be pre· . 
pared, some\Yhat, to appreciate the rules which fol· 
low. It is not so easy to give specific directions to 
be applied, generally, to all men. 

Parental. 

82. If, for instance, a pareni should inquire how 
) he might best control the mind of his child, I should 

wish to see them both before I could give specific 
directions ; because I must kno~ not only the tern· 
perament and constitutional tendendes of the child, · 
but also the aptness, tact, and knowledge possessed 
by the parent, which would enable him to adapt 
what he did to the best possible advantage in the 
government of his child. As a general rule, I 
should say that the parent·who secured the most 
confidence and love, would be the most able (other 
things being equal) to control his child. And thus 
with every other person: Adults are chiiJren in 
miniature, and the one whose mind is the best 
constituled for this purpose, who has an aptness for 
controlling another, will, on the whole, succeed tho 

. ) best. 
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Treatmeut of Dlseate. 

Remember:-
88. (1.) That these Rules apply to the Treat

ment of Disease, the breaking up of bad habits, 
(such as the use of tobacco, or opium, &c.,) or to 
the production of any and every imaginable degree 
or form of Nervous or Mental phenomena. 

What ls Comprehended in tlaese Rnles. 

84. (2.) . That these Rules include all and singu·, 
lar, that has passed under the names of "Animal 
Magnetism," or by whatever other term an influ· 
ence over the nervous system may have been sig· 
nified, whether old or new. . Terms have been used 
for concealing this fact I Hence, if you understand 
the theory here explained, you never need be at a 
loss to account for any experiment that you see 
performed on any human being. 

Intellil(ence. 

85. (S.) That, in many cases, it is not necessary 
that the operator should be either intelligent, or 
learned in ~ental Phil~~phy.* 

* Indeed,. the more ignorant nn operator," Dr~"" Prof~" or" k-c
turer," often happens to pe, the ruoril he will ASSUXE with reg:ml to 
himael~ and hii POWltiiS; and the more that ia ASSUXED (when the 
apeetatora know no better than to believe aU he aays,) why, of 
courae, the greater hia &ucceaa in pertnrmi11g t-zperimcnta. 4Dcl 
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lelf·ladwe&loa. 
/ 

86. (4.) That whatever may be the remote cause 
which makes an impression upon the- sphere or 
nervous system of the patient, (whether by sug
gestion through his mind or· otherwise,) the results 
are, in all cases, secondarily selfinduccd. That is, · 
they are brought about by the patient's own mind, 
operating on the Nutritive Fluid of his own sys· 
tem. 

h~ i& ia, when a public lecturer happens to JlOII8II the happy 
faculty of tnyatifyi"f! the subject, and makea a ftouriah about the 
• nervo.us ftuid," "the normal and abnonnal reootiona of tl1e uerv01m 
system," "general and sptleial pr..-significations, dro., &c., &c., &e.," i& 
enhances his powers very much indeed. The history of most of the 
poyulnr excitements which have ever t11ken pl11ce, under the name 
of the " Crusades," " Revivnls,r dro., will show how vtry little it ia 
necessary for certrun persona to know, in ~er to ll88ume great or 
supernatural powers, which the uninfonned have alway• been 
ready to ndmit. Indeed, the more EXTBAVAOAIIT tho t~U~unption io 

·behalf of ".Al~hnny," • lVilchcraft," or "ln8piration," the 8fealet 
the fruth of the multitude I Instance tho c:ue of the ancient "Ora 
clea" nod" Sybils," Mohammed, the Anabaptist Leaders, Matthias 
and John of Leyden, the French Prophets, Joanna Southcot.e, Pope 
Jonn, the Alchemists of the Thirteenth Century, Peter tho Hermit. 
George Fox, Ann Lee, Joe Smith,Jmd id genua omne. 

The advantage of assuming to be inapired, for instance, by de
parted apirib, consists in this : if you have no influence or authority 
nf your otcn, by profearing to be 1\ " medium" for "St. Paul," 
"Sweden borg,'' or "Tom Prune," to apeak through, you will atlraci. 
attention, and become of some consequence with all who believe in 

. epirite, and who do not know any better tban to receive what cer
tain "mediums • aay nbOut them I 
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Dl'nl'tllt)' of Meaua. 

87. (5.) That, ns the results we nuw speak of, 
are always, in some sense self-induced, so they may 
be brought on by ns many different ways as there 
are methods and objects for addressing either of 
the external senses. 

An "Idea." 

88. (6.) That, after an idea has once posseued 
the minds of certain persons, of any given state, 
that same i'dea may bring on that state, either in 
whole or in part. And hence it is, that persons 
often sink into a state of com~, or a peculiar nell
vous condition, without any visible means. And, 
if they are made to imagine (11.) that that state is 
brought on by the 11 spirits" who have departed 
this life, it is all fie same I This law of the human 
mind explains how it is that results are often pro
'duced by talismans, (33.) or by -visible substances 
that are said to have been 11 magnetized." The 
mind of the patient must first be directed to the 
subject i be must have some previous knowledge 
that a result of the kind hns been produced ; or, 
that it now, may be. ·Thus instructed, the mind 
may be impressed by holding difterent substances 
in 'he hand. (21.) 

Children. 

89. (7.) .That children and the aged are not apt 
to be very susceptible. · - - ·; 
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Aa~lpatbJ • 

• 90. (8.) That there should be no antipathy, nat
ural or incidental, between the ope~tor and his 
patien~ 

Oae or More at a Time. 

91. (9.) That you may operate on one or fifty at 
the same time. All that is necessary is, that there 
should be perfect agreement between the operator 
and the patient, in relation to the olrJ'ect of the sit· 
ting, the time, place, and attending circumstances, 

92.· The patient may recline, stand up, or be 
seated, so that his position may be-perfectly easy. 

Iocrease of Power. 

93. (10:} And that if you impress one person in 
a company where there are otht¥s to witness what 
you do, this increases your power, as others will be 
likely to be sympathetically affected, whether you 
desire it or not. 

How to ·form the Rela1loo. 

94. All that has been said enters into, or may 
enter into, that influence by which you gain control 
over the mind . of your patient. But the specific 
directions for forming THE RELATION upon which 
all your power depends, have respect to each of the 
EXTERNAL SENSES, which are the avenues through 
which you gain access to the human mind. (47.) 

- You may address yourself to either, and _produce 
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results when the relation is once established. Bu' 
the best way for forming it is to begin with: 

Hearl a c. 
95. (1.) The sense of hearing. Yott peremptorily 

ASSUME THE POWE~ W accomplish the result, wjthout 
th.e po88ibility of failure I You are ACTIVE, positive, 
and simply require your patient to be passive, neg· 
ative. This nssumption is made, by addresses to 
the sense of hearing. 

Sll(ht. 

96. (2.) The sense of sight. This is of less im· 
pol'tance, at .first, than hearing. Yet, if you secure 
it, so much the better. If the patient fix his sight 
by your direction, then y~~ have secured that ave· 
nue into his mind ; also, 

Feeling. 
97.. (3.) The sense of feelirtg. As this sense is 

located especially fn the hnrids, you· direct the pa· 
tient to put his hands together; clasp them, and 
Jet them remain passive in his lap. The mind may 
also be reached through the sense of feeling, by 
placing one or both of your hands upon the front 
and coronal region of the head, or if you pass your. 
hands gently over the head, the face, or any part 
of the system which may be affected with disease. 
If you operate on one at a time, stand by the side, 
place your left hand on the top of the head, and 
make the passes, over the sides of the face, with 
the other; or, stand behind the patient, and, with 

. ooth hands, make the passes over the head, shoul· 
ders, and down the-arms. 
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The Time. 

98. If the patient be at all susceptible, all these 
Rules followed, it next becomes a quet~tion of time; 
simply, as to how long before you can get control 
of his ~ervous system. From one to twenty min· 
utes will -determine. 

Power. 

99. You should remember .that you can exert, 
in most ca.ses, more power through three senses, than 

, you can through one. Hence, to ascertain whether 
the RELATION be,really formed, you address your 
patient and say _ to him, "Now you cannot pull your 
hands a.part," at the same time putting your hand 
upon his (sense of feeling.) The patient makes an 
effort and finds himself unttble l Or, you close his 
eyes, and then say to him, "Now, you cannot open 
your eyes!" He tries and cann~ l 

Ia the Relation Eetablbhed 'l 
100. This process continued and repeated a few 

times, the .Association, or RELATION, ·becomes fully 
ESTABLISHED between you and your patient, and 
this done, remember that u:::T his own WILL executa, 
in his own nervous systftm, the DICTATES of your lAve, 
60 tltat wlKJ.tever you WILL or command lnm to feel, or 
will, or do, (within the degree of his developments,) 
results as the consequence. That is, if you express 
your will to him while he is under the spell, your 
control over him will correspond with the degree 
in which your mind is associated with his, whether 
in th~ &n.uotu, ME..."iTAL, or SPIRITU ~ state. 
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In this way you may bring on the trance by merely 
speaking to him, rouse him out of it, relieve him of 
pain, cause ltim to ltave conceptions or perceptions of 
things, .real or imaginary, past, presen4 or absent._;_ 
Thus you may cau$e him to dream; you may. change 
his appetita, dispos-ition, and habits of·lifo i ana thus, 
also, he may control and govt-'1'11 himself by his 
own determinations, formed in his own mind, while 
under the s:gell, providedyou tell him to do so. 

The Sitting. 

101. The sitting should not be continued longer 
than is agreeable to the patient. You release him 
by the laws of association, the same as you began: 
That is, you may address either of his senses for 
this purpose. The sense of hearing, by the word, 
"Done!" The senseof sight, by a motion of the 
hand; or the sense of feeling, by gently patting 
the back and upper portion of the head. 

To be Uemembered. 

102. The· patient should always be m!lde at:

guainted with your design, to. produce any result, 
beforehand, before and during the sitting. He 
should become passtve, and settle Ids mind upon tl~.e 
result. His sight and hearing should be fixed or sus· 
pended, so that he may sink, without interruption, 
or resistance, into a state of reverie. 

103. The RELATION once formed, the patient· is 
completely controlled by your suggestions, as yousug· 
ge&4 or tell him what he can do, what he cannot do, 
what he shall fee~ or hear, or see; and, as sure as your 
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1pheru assimilate, so surely will you see him doing 
exactly what you have dictated or comm~nded to 
be done~* · 

104. Bear in mind, that no two patients are precisely 
alike, and hence the difference in your influence 
over different persons. Some you may carry up 
into a high state of trance, while others can merely 
be impressed through their senses by what you say 
to them. 

Degrees. 

105. As there are general states w4ich may be 
super·induced by Pathetism, and, as the good you _ 
may be able to do your patient will depend, more 
or less, upon the depth or h~ight of the state, so 
to speak, it may be well to consider each, a little 
more in detail :-

J.:xternal. • 
106: 1. The &nst.wus state is that in which all 

the results are brought about by addresses made to 
the external senses. And these are threefold, and 
hav:e respect to what the patient Hears, Sea, or 
Feels. 

Internal. 

101. 2. The second is a higher state, and ex• 
tends more into the Sympathetic, and this, also, is 
developed in three ascending degrees: 

{1.) In the first degree, the patient's external 
senses are closed up, suspended. 

* To fully undcntand the phiioaopby of tbit Relation, tho reader 
should by all means consult the author'• large book on Patbetilm, 
P'tbli*ed by Btllai-oa & Co., llew·Yorlc. 
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(2.) In the aeoond, his mind is at onemu with the 
mind of the operator, so that his emotions, voliii()ns, 
and actions, correspond with those with whom he 
is in communication. 

(8.) The third degree, is that state in which the 
somnipathist becomes lucid, and has an acute sym
pathetic perception of whatever is ,forced upon his 
attention by the mere will of the ,operator. 

Spiritual. 

108. 8. And higher still is the next degree, 
wflich is SPIRITUAL, because, in this state, the pa· 
tient hears, sees, and feels, independently of his own 
external senses, and independently of any force 
exerted upon him from the operat<n-, or from the 
external world. And this, also, may be said to be 
threefold, comprehending all that went before: 

109. (1.) The patient has knowledge (according t.o 
the degree in which his wisdom faculties are devel· 
oped) of the external world. 
110. (2.) He has a knowledge of the internal world. 

Whatever is comprehended in Physiology, Phren
ology, the Physical, Organic, and Moral Laws of 
the universe. 

(8.) And also, of the spiritual world, or the 
world of causes, the spheres above, the Laws of 
Association, Prog7ession, and Development, the 
Final Destiny of the Race. In each of these 

• states, various shades of difference may be observe~, 
all depending on the degree in which the patient's 
Qapachies are dev~ped. But it shi)uld be remem-
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b4,red, that dne wm succeed the other in the pro
cess of time. The laws of progression are never 
rapid. H~nce the necessity of pat~nce and perseve
rance in the use of the means before described, 
under the encouraging assurance, that there are 
but few, if any cases, where they can be conscien· 
tiously used in vain. 

~autions. 

_111. There is, really, n~ need of any difficulty 
with your patient, at any time. Nevertheless, for 
the want of attention to some of the preceding 
Rules, you may, possibly, in some unlooked-fur 
emergency, find yourself unable to determine what 
should be done, and you will remember it, perhaps, 
if put down hePe under the head of caution'. 

1. Never become yourself, excited, while your 
patient is under your influence 'in a deep state of 
trance. 

2. If your patient becomes .convulsed, do not 
be alarmed. Relieve him in the manner I have 
directed (103.) 

3. If you find it impossible to rouse your pa- · 
tient from a deep state of trance, let him sleep it 
llway himself: · 

4; Do not suffer disagreeable persons to approach 
one who is in a state of trance. 

5. If your patient should relapse into an uncoll· 
seious state after having been once intranced, you · 
should FORBID it I Do something to prevent it, • 
while he is in ttie trance, and say to him, "I will : 

·prevent it; you will not, cannot fall into it again." . 
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6: It' you find yourself unable to control your 
patient, have nothing more to do with him. Above 
all, do not suffer him to be meddled with by oth· 
ers, while under your influence. 

7. On no account should any liberties be taken 
with a somnipathist, (in testing insensibility to pain,) 
which he would not consent to in his normal state. 

8. Leave llO Jalse impression upon the mind. 
9. You speak and act for the paLieri.t. Do not 

say to him, "Be relieved," &c., but "I will relieve 
you," and place J>OUr hand upon him, or do some· 
thing else to him for that purpose. 

10. Do not overtax the powers of your patient. 
Evil has followed earnest efforts to induce clairvoy· 
ance.* 

trse. 

112. This is the great question, after all. To 
what use, to what practical be1J.efit, may this know· 
ledge be appli~d ? What good can be done by it? 
Answer, any good ; any good that is within the 
possibility of accomplishment, Is not the preven· 
tion of crime, a positive goqd? Is not the relief 

• I received the following facts in 1845, from an excellent lady, 
(the wife of Cnptnin West, of New·Bedtord, Mass.,) who soon after 
entered the ~piritual world. She was ]'athetized durin!{ the period 
of utero gestat[on, for her health. Tbe operator was exceedingly 
anxious to develop in her tJie power of. clairvoynnce: and for tbia 
purpose be was in the habit of putting his finger upon tbe centrt~ of 
her forehead, saying, he would "mnke her 1ee," or "give her eyea 
to aee I " Her child '1\'as still-born, and had but one eye, which wu 
located directly iu the centre of the forebead I 
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of pain, the healW"I'g of the sick, desirable? And 
this I suppose to be the legitimate USE which ought 
always to be made of this influence, common or 
extraordinary. To encourage those, therefore, into 
whose bands this little book may fall, tO try to do 
good in the same way, as they may have opportu· 
nity, I cl~se with the following details. Please read 
them I And bear in mind the considerations which 
place these cases far above those certificates of 
cures often laid betoro the public:-

113. 1. P/tese are some of the VERY WORST FORMS 

OF NERVOUS DISEASES j such as over wltich medical 
drugs exert no power. And yet they have been CURED 

BY P ATIIETISM I 
2. 111ey were not recent cases. Tiley were disea~es 

of long duration, and successfully treated by Pathetism I 
They have remained permanently cured I* 

3. Here are DISEASES cured by Pathetism, for wltid~ 
phy.~icians never attempt to prescribe; such.. as ST.AM; 

HERING, and the use of Op£um and Tobacco I 
4. In no one thing, perhap$, have •the ?enefits ot• 

PATHETISM been so conspicuously shown, above 
drugs, and especially above the letheon and chlnro· 

* I do not mean by the above to be understood ns affirming the 
preposterous notion (taught by eome operators) that chrcniic dieea!CS 
can be "cured in five minutes of time," by the mere dictum of tho 
lecturer I And yet by a word, and in n moment of time, ftn !lll'BES· 

stoN l!llly, certainly, be made, often, upon the nervous system, whieh, 
if followed ttp by the invnlid, (in obedience to the law1 oflualtl•,) 
will, in time, result in a permanent or chronic cure. See the nu· 
thor's "Book of Health," published by Stearr.e & Co., 26 Ann etr~t, 
New· York. 
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form, t\S in the'numerous surgicOJ operations which 
have been performed on entranced persons, who 
have thus been rendered utterly unconscious of pain, 
and from the trance there are no unpleasant effects. 
to be suffered afterwards, ns is sometimes the case 
from inhaling gns. , 

114. Paralysis and spasmodic Hysteria cured by pathe
tism !-About fi\•e months since, I ~·ns brought down 

· with pnralysis of the spine and lower limbs; since which 
time, I have not been able to walk at all, nor even to bear 
my weight upon my Jeet. Besides other diseases, I have 
been afiected with a determination of blood to the 
bead, and spasmodic hysteria; so that frequently my 
enelre system bad been thrown intc;> convulsions, which 
have been exceedingly distressing. When Mr. Sunder· 
land i:ommenced Pathetizing me, I did not anticipate 
much, if any, relief, but am, with my friend~, astonished 
at the effects it has produced on my ~stem; Besides cur· 
ing me of the spasms, my limbs lun·e becon1e straight, 
and I am now so far recovered, that I am able to walk 
acro81 my room.-CAROLINE A. WILKINs, 72 Carmine· 
street. New York, July 6, 1842. 

115. Fits, Insanity, and other Nervous Difficulties, 
cured by Pathatism /-For more than twenty years, I have 
been horribly affiicted \\lith cramp-convul11ions, and occa· 
sional insanity. \Vhen four years vld, I lay in one fit forty 
·hour;o. On being entrm'tccd in Mr. Sunderland's lectures, 
my fits or.d insanity ftaGed entirely, so thnt my health in 
evet-y other re~pect WIIS entirely restored ! Since that 
tim1•, I have been w~ll nnd Lnppy.~M. J • .MAsoN. Phil-
adelphia, Oct. 8, 1848. • 
/ 116. Tic Douloureux Reluved by Pothetism /-For 
eight years pr<l\·iuus to my attending the lectures of Mr. 
Sundt-rland, in this city, in 1847, I was Se\'erely affiicted 
with Tic Douloureux. On being entranced by Mr. S., I 
was ,·ery much relieved; so much so, that I have often 
considered myself quite well.--Mrs. J. REDIFER. Phila
delphia. October 16, 1848. 
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117. Epilt]J8Y curtd by Pathetinn /-About the first 
of St•ptembt!r, 1842, I Willi seized with convulaiom, which 
deprived Ill!! of my ~tr<>ngth and rea8on. I wns com
pletely prostr;&tt!d, nnd for three weeks was attended by 
ditlert'nt physicians, who pronounced me epileptic, and 
saitl I had a nervous affl.'ction of -the heart and nrteric!\,
smd they treated me. ~ccordingly. Finding myself d;~ily 
growing worse, and fearing for my life, I sent for Mr. Sun· 
dedand. From the hour he commenced pathetizing m.e, 
I began to t·ecove1·; nud in the course of three weeks :tfter, 
I considl'red my~elf compld.cly restored.-P. 0. BonN, 
41 Suflulk·street. New York, No\·ember 15, 18-12. 

118. Cramp-Convulsions curtd by Pathetinn !-For 
about six years, commencing when I was nineteen years 
old, I suftered a morst ~istrt>ssing kind of fits, which my 
phy~icians called cramp-convul~ions.-·rhey c:une on once 
in three weeks, rend .. ring me perfectly iusensi.l>le for two 

.or three hours; and, foa· some days after, I remained very 
much prostrated. I employed the best medical skill tbe 
countt-y atfordt>d, without the least benefit, and some of my 
physicians a!\Sured me I never could be cured. In De
celllber, 1845, I attended Mr. Sunderl:md's lectures on 
Pathetism, where I became entmnct>d, and thus experi
enced the first reli~¢f I C\'Cr found from my di~:;tressing mal
ady. For the last yt•ar I have not bad one fit, and think 
I shall ne\'er !Ja,·e any more. Tbe pleasure 1 experienced 
under the treatment of Pnthetisrn I shall never forget, and 
Mr. Sunderland willnlwnys have my heartfelt ~trntitude for 
the interest he manif··~t.ed in my welfare.-CAROLINE S. 
ALLEN. Chickopt·e, Mass., October 8, 1848. 

110. Gout cured by Pathetism!-Mr. Sunderl'lnd b:11 
entirt>ly cured me of Gout in my head and shoulders, from 
which I have been n Htft:,rer for years.-H. MAJOR. Phil
adelphia, March !!5, 1843. 

120. Tobacco Cltttoing and Smol:ing cured by Pathe
tism !-I, James Co!!ka· •. Jl, jeweler, of the city of Phila
delphia, do lterel•y dn~lar,•, that I am forty· three years of 
age, :md that I han•, for the lust twenty five years, been 
in the constant mul e . .-cu.,h•c ltabit of smoking and chew-
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ing tobacco; but LaR.ly Sunderland hu so completely 
destroyed my appetite for it, tl~:tt I now feel a perfect loath· 
ing a~ainst it, in all its furms.-J A.MES CocKRELL. March 
13, 1847. 

121. Opium Eating cured by Patltetism 1-I, Mary 
. Hubbard, of Cabotvilk·, Mass., aged 29, do hereby cer- · 

tify, that fo1· se,·en years previous to December, 1845, I 
had been in the constant habit of t:1king laudanum, till my 
dose amounted to one ounce per day, when I became en
tranced in the lectUf'es of LaRoy Sunderland, and my ap
petite for it was destroyed in a few days ; so that, fur the 
lnst eighteen months, it has never once returned.-MAttY 
HuBBAim. May 28, 1847. 

122. Insensibilit!/ to Pain during Surgical Operatioru 
p1·oduced by Pathetism !-The testimony of the doctors 

, present was, that the tooth bad been drawn from the en
tranced lady without. pain, and it had entirely satisfied 
them that Mr. Sunderland wielded nn influence over the 
'nervous system, compared to which the.,trongest opiates 

• were powerless. \Vhile the doctor wns extracting one of 
her molar teeth, the lady wns llS stiff and as UNCONSCIOUS 

AS A CORPSE.-Nantucket Telegraph, .April 5, 1845. 
123 . .Amaurosis Cured by Pathetism !-1\fy daughter, 

Ann Elizabeth, when a babe, had weak' eyes, and from 
childhood she had been affiicted with amaurosis, so much . 
eo that she coulu scm·c('ly rena ;· and, on account of this 
and other nervous difficulties, she was unable to attend 
sch<'ol. This continued till she was sixteen year~ old, 
when she wns entranced in the lectures of LaRoy Sunder-

. l11nd, in this city, October, 1843. In n few weeks after, 
ahe wholly laid aside her glasses, and has never used them 
since. Her sight and he-nltli are now perfectly gooil, and 
we attribute her restoration entirely to Pnthetism·!-BEN
JAMIN HALL. Providence, R. I., Oct. 31, 1848. 

124. Stammering Cured by Pathetism !-I, Celesta 
E. Seymour, of East Granville,-Mass., (aged 23,) do here
by affirm, th11t until f attended 'Mr. Sunderland's lectures, 
I was never able to talk plainly. Fur eighteen years, the 
impediment prevented my conversing, so that, at times, I 
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was unnble to ~tpeak at all. Twice my _tongue wa.tl opernt· 
ed upon !>Urgically, without aoy benefit. My sufferings 
from this difficulty, langunge cannot dt'~c•·ibe, nor can 
words express my gmtitude for the relief I have received 
from Pathetism. In December, 1845, I wns cntrnnced in. 
Mr. Sunderland's Lecture~, nncl from that time to the pres· 
ent, my speech has been fret', nnd without nny impedi· 
ment at all. ''lhe gratitude I tee! nnd the thanks I owe to 
you, I cannot expres11. I sometimes think I 111n the hap· 
piest person in the world. I often used to think, when 
talking, I would give nil the world if I had not attempted 
t.o say anything, and would then resolve, that I would tnlk 
as little as possible; but.- now, I mn free from thut. A for· 
tune would not tempt me to pnrt with the benefit I hnvo 
received from Patbetism.-C. E. SEYMOUR, CABOTVILLE, 
February 16, 1846. 

12,5. Tumor cured, and Surgical operationsuptr8tdtd by 
Pathetism !-While Mr. Sunderland wns giving lectures 
last l<'ebrunry, io the Tremont Temple, in this city, he w115 
applied to by Captain H, II. Watson (Charlestown, Mas~.) 
to PMhetize his daughter, for the purpose of rendering her 
insensible while a tumor should be cut from her left breast. 
The lady was about twenty-three years of'age, and weigh· 
ed about 180 pounds. The tumor bad been examined 
some eighteen months before, by a number of our first 
physicians, who all agreed that it should be taken out 
with the knife. One of, them pronounced it fibrous, nod 
another cancerous. It caused her much pain, and nbout 
three months before she en me to Mr. S., ht>r nttending phy
sician (the late Dr. J. B. Walker) put a plaster upon it, but 
took it off again in twenty-four hours, as he said it" only 
made it worse.'' In about seventeen dnys, Mr. Sundcrl:tnd 
succeeded in securing the spell upon her >~ystem ; so that 
abe was utterly unronscious. Feb. 22, nt 10 A.M., was tbe 
hour fixed upon for the surgical operation to be petformed. 

The ni<'ht pre\· iou~ was. spent nlmost without sleep by 
the anxio~s husband and parents. The patient herself 
bud not been made ncquainted with the design, and at the 

· appoint .. tl moment she was spell-bound, in a state of utter . 
enaeon.rciou#IUI, with her Mt nrm strerehed over her head 

• 
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in n. state o( rigidity resembling death. Tl1e operating 
surgeon caJT.e precisely at 10, accornpnnied by tl1ree other 
SUrgeons; a no, nfter arranging his instrument.'!, WIIXing 
his thread, &c., he, with the nttending surgeons, t>xnmiued 
the brenst for the space of half an hour, Rnd finally decid
ed that there was no tumor there! During the time she 
had been l'athetized, the pain and the tumor had disap
peared as by magic. That there had been a tumor therP., 
bigger than a lu:n's egg, all were agreed; but what had 
renro\·ed it, the medical gentlemen did not pretend to SIIJ• 
Since that time tl•ere have been no !'ymptoms of its return. 
She ht!licves, us does her husband, f:•tlrer, mother, and 
friends, that it was diRsipated by Pathetism ulone; :md 
her ecst:~cy in being thus able to escape the bloody work 
of the knife was cxces~h·e, as mny well be supposed.
Boston Chronotype, June 5, 1846. 

126. Aphony, (Loss of Voice,) and Despair, cured by 
Pathetism !-I h~:reby certify, tlutl it is now more than 
two yenrs since, from a se\·ere affl'ction in the throat; I lost 
my voice entirely ; and during this time, I ha,·e been quite 
indisposed as to my gl'neral health; thnt I ha\~ been 
wholly unable to ~p(·ak ubove a whisper, until last Tu~day 
evening, the 26th inst., when LaRoy Sunderl:md, J>Utting 
l1is h:md on my head, enabled me to ~pe11k aloud. And 
I further declare, that for about one year pre\·ious to tbi11 
time, I hnd been in a stnte of mental despair, but from 
w)1ich I have been completely restored by Mr. Snnderland; 
nnd I never felt more perfectly happy iu my life. I can 
only say, it sel'ms to be the Lord's doin·g, and m~trvelous 
in my eyes.-MARY ANN Boor.r. Albany, N.Y., July 28, 
1842. 

12'7. Neuralgia cured by Patheti.'lm !-My wire snffer
ed horribly from neuralgia for eight years. The doctor 
tri .. d to cure, but could not. Her sufferings were aggra
Yatcd frorJ'! the state of her te€'th; but one physician said 
she could not take ether or chloroform with saft•ty. Thus 
sutf.,ring, nnd when nbout given up to despair, in Sept., 
1849, we applied to LaRoy Sunderland, for relief by Pa
thetism. Thanks for bis kindnes.~, he took out seven of 
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her teeth withottt pain, and since then, he has 110 much re
lieved her, that ~he se<'m~ to have rist•n to n new et11te of 
existence. The benefit she hns received from his treat
ment, it is not in \\'onh to describe ; but we cnn do no 
less than, unsolicited, give this tc~timony of our gratitude. 
JoHN A. SPEAR: East Boston, Dec. 10, 1849. 

128. Scrofula curecl by Pathetism /-Our child, a 
daughter of fourteen, had been fce~le and sickly from in· 
f11ncy, and at the time ot' her first nttenuing the lectures 
of Mr. Sunderland, (aboutfour weeks since,) was thought 
to be by eminent physicinns, in a very criticul state, nnd 
pron~uneed past help 'by thelll. She had become emaci· 
nted to n mere skeleton, and wus scarcely able ft·om wenk· 
ness and debility to move about. She begun to impro,·e 
immedi11tely on being pnthetized, and has since gained nt 
least fifteen potmds of flesh, and from being a peevish, ir· 
ritnble, and moping child, bus become a joyous, laughing, 
and ~prightly girl. 

It wus in view of such facts ns these, that Dr. Grandin 
was led to excJa.im--" H this is a 'humbug,' it is a bug 
that ~ufns to some good purpose." . J. B. YERRINTON. 
Boston, Dec. 21, 18(9. 

129. Want of Sleep, c~tred by Pathetiam /-The Lap· 
py effects produced by Pathetisrn upon my nervou.s system 
and general health are more than I could well describe. 
My mind is entirrly relieved of despondency, enRbling me 
to rest better than I ever could by the aid of medi· 
c:ine. H. l\f. WINCH. Boston, Jun. 14, 1850. . . 

130. Dysmenorrhea-and sick Head-ache cured by Patb
tiam /-Let me, from the fulness of my heart, add my grate· 
ful testimony to whnt my husband hns written respecting 
the reli ... affordcd me by Puthetism. The amniversa•y of tho 
hour in which you bl~st me with its sacred influence, nnd 
saved me from those uubenrnble pains which I hnd always 
'been lu~ir to, should ~\·er be kept by me with joy and 
thankfulness, more, even, than the day of my birth. Such 
entire freedom from acute suffering I was never blest with 
before. My back is growing stronger, and now, thirty 
duy& have pasaoo, and no head-ache I My full heart aheds 
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tears of gratitude nnd joy. Mrs. Da. H • .C. StoNJt. Con· 
cord, N. H., April 11 1846. 

13J. Love of Into.r.ication taken oJJJay b!J Pathetism !~ 
My denr r-11-. Sunderland :-Since .the influence exerted 
O\'er me in your lectures, the thought of nny ~timulants 
which I harl bc<·n in the practice of using, produces nnusen, 
and I am CQristmined to belie\'e that I could not swallow 
one'of them any more. I owe you a world of gr:ttitudP., 

: and I can but hope I may never be overtakl'lt by that 
tnrelstroom again. New York, Dec. 22, 1846. Da. T. T. 

132. TaoY, N. Y.-Whnt Mr. Sunderlnud has ntcom· 
plislied during his visit to this <;ity, has abundantly t:on
firmed the newspaper reports we have seen of his wonder
ful performances in other places, which, in the vroduct\on 
of psychological pltenomena, especially those peculiar to 
what are called SPELLS and CHARMS, place him far before 
all other men of whom history has given Rny occount.
Troy Budget, Srpt. 23, 1845. . 

' . 
133. NEw YoRK Cirr.-Preombles and resolutionft 

adopted by a lar~e audience in nttendauce on Mr. Sunder· 
land's lectures in Mechanics' Hall, New York, on Friday 
evening, Dec. 11, 1846, offered by the Rev. Zena.'l Covel ; 

\John F. Driggs, Esq., in the chair: 

"Whereas Mr. LaRoy Smtderl:md has produced result11 
in his EXPERIMENTAL LECTURES on the HUMAN 
SOUL, which, in. the opinion of this audience, fully estab· 
lisb Pathetism as the true science of mind, and thnt Mr. 
Sunderland's knowledge of his subject eminently qualifies 
}tim for impnrting to otherR the philosophy upon which 
this science is founded ; and in view of the gi'(A.tt gooo 
which n more general knowledge of this subject -IVould be 
the means of doing in th\! community nt lm·ge, in the fa
cilities it nff<lrds fur rendering persons insen~ible to pain 
while sURGICAL oPERATioss nre performed upon them, ns 
we have repeatedly seen it done by Mr. Sunderland beforu 
his public audiences in this city; therefore, 

JUaolvtd, in order to meet the wishes of lll&Dy who 
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have not been able to witness his experiments, Mr. Sun
derland be, and he is hereby, requested to deliver an!)· 
ther course of lectures in this city, as soon as may suit 
hi:; convenience; and that this preamble and resolution 
~e published in the city papers." 

JAMES ASHLEY, }.f.,D., Secretary • 
..c.V. Y. .hfi1'ror, Dec. 13, 1845. 

1:34. Surgical operation performed by a Somt1ambu 
list! !-Mr. Sunderland's tenth and last lecture on the 
HuMAN SouL; was delivered, according to previous no. 
tice, in Morris Place, to a crowded and highly intelligent 
nudience, on Saturday evening last. Long before the 
nppointed hour, the house was filled and "expectlltion 
~<tood tiptoe," to witness the extraordinary phenomena 
promised for the evening. Among those taken upon 
the platform unde1· the power of the charm, was D1·. H. 
J. Paine, Mr. Ketchum, and a young man by the name 
of Althiser. The other three were ladies. After caus. 
ing Mr. A. to dance, and a few other results, Mr. S. pro
ceeded to prepare one of the ladies for a surgical opera. 
tion, tibd invited the- medical faculty, the clergy, and 
gentlemen of the press present, to the platform, for the 
purpose of having them inspec! the tooth to be drawn, 
and notice the mmmer in which it was done. He then 
took hold of Dr. Paine, (who .was still under the influence 
of the spell,) and led him up to the lady seated in the 
chair. And now occurred a sight npon which, probably, 
mortal eyes never gazed befor<'. It was to see the som. 
nambulic doctor in the p1·ocess of extracting that tooth, 
while both he nr.d the patient were in a state of trance, 
and neither of them able to open their eyes or move a 
muscle, without the consent of the lecturer. The tooth 
was vMy firmly set, and it !:equired an extraordinary · 
outlay of strength to extract it. The lady sat during the • 
operation, without the slightest manifestation of con
sciousness, though she is well known to be one of the 
most fearful and timid in her natural state-so much so, 
that she has been thl'own into spasms, it is said, when 
attempts have been made to draw her teeth while she was 
awake. In a few minutea after, the Dr. himself was 
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seated in the front chair, the 11pell still upon hiln,-and 
another physician present, (Dr. Lyman,) proceeded to 
perform a similar operation upon him! Tbi:J experiment 
was intensely interesting, and highly satisfiwtory to the 
audience, as we suppose it is the first and only one of 
the kind ever performed, since old Adam was put into 
the "deep sleep," for the purpose of having the rib 
taken from his side.-Troy Budget, Sept. 23, 1845. 

135. Pmr.ADELPHrA, J> A.-Quite an interesting ceremony 
took J•lnce nt Franklin Hall, on Friday evening !Mt, during 
Mr. Sunderland's lecture nt that place. After the expcri· 
meuts of the evening, the meeting wa."l organized, and in
formed tl111t n piece of silver plate had ·been prepared by 
the Indies in attendance on Mr. Sunderland's lectures, and 
which thE'y hnd desired Dr. Asay to present to Mr. Sun· 
derhmd in their bcltalf. Dr. A. th•!n appeared on the 
platform with a most bt'autiful silver cup, w!Jich he pre
~entcd to the distingui~hed lecturer, accompanied with a 
few pertinent remarks. The cup bore the following in
scription: 

"Presented by the Ladies of Pltiladtlpltia to Mr: La 
Roy Sunderland, for Ida successful und satisfactory exper
iments in Pathetism, 1847. - · . 

On receiving the cup. Mr. Sunderland maole a most 
happv and appropriate allusion to the "character of Wo· 
man/' with whom nothing was impo~sihle, but to shrink 
from what gratitude, honor ·or religion should require, 
whose compassion for the suffering lutd clothed the very 
nllme with eternal honor, and allied her to the angels of 
heaven. The lecturer expressed his sense of gratitude for 
the extreme kindness with which he had been received, 
during his sojourn in the City d Brotherly LovE', and th~ 

• pleasure it ntlorded him in believing, from the largene~s 
of the audiences which had been in constant attendance 
during some fifteen nights in succe~<~>ion, that the science 
of Putht!tiRm might now be considered as established in 
Phillldelphi, and his cleterminntion of visitin"' the city 
again, 11greeable to · the expressed wishes ol'so large " 
number of our citizens.-Native Eavle and American 
AdWtate, Ffb. 20, 18·17. 
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' At tbe close of L11Roy Sunderhmd's lectnre8, on Mon· 

day evening, March 8th, 1847, in Otld Fellow's Hall, Phi· 
Ltdelphia, the ~tuditmce was orgnnized by the appointment 
of a Chnirman and Secretary, and passed thu following 
resolutions: 

Resolved, That we, citizens of Philadelphia, have been 
highly delighted, amused, nnd, we hope, mvrnlly nnd in• 
tellectually improved, by attending Mr. Sunderlautl's lec
ture~~ on , the science of. Pathetism, and we do hereby. ex·' 
press, our gratitude for the intellectual entertainr'nents they 
ha,·c aftordt!d us. , 

Resolved, that. in parting with Mr. Sunderland, we feel . 
the loss of one ,\·ho has endeared hirn~elf to us, not only 
RS a most courteous and gt!ntlt!mmtly lecturer, but as one 
having the most profound knowledge of the human mind 
of nny or all, that has e\'er appeared ainoll!,"llt us; and 
that his mode ·of OJierating on his audiences prt!cludes the 
possibility of collusion, nnd that the subjects being our 
relations, friends nud ncquaintances, is to us, and should 
be to all, a sufficient guarantee for the truth of hi~ ex peri· 
ment.<~, and the JDost wonderful natural phenomena they 
illustrate. 

Resolved. That the common courtesy due to a stranger, 
who has given such satisfactory evidt!nces of the truth of 
Patheti~m at his numerous lectures to the dentists, doc· 
iors. editors, and other scientific gentlemen, specially in· 
vi ted upon the platform for . that purpose, demunds fJ:om 
them something more tharf a mere silent acquiescence in 
the wonders of his performnn<:es. 

Resolved, That, Mr. Sunderland, in -lea,·ing qs, does it 
not lot• want of sufficient interest being manifested in the 
subject. by Pllilndt~lphinns, who nightly crowded l1is exbi· 
bitions, and who would still more so by a continuation of 
l1is lectures,. until no hall within the limits of our city • 
would l)jld tl'tem: 

Resolved, That Mr,. Sunderland will always find atten· 
tive audiences, open hands, and warm hearts to welcome 
him, whenever he can make it convenient to visit us again. 

JOHN EVANS, Okairman. 
G&o. W. DuNCAN, Secretary. 

[PitilaJtlphiiJ. Sun, March 10, 18•'1. 
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136. BoSTON, !IIAsa.-Palhttinn.-At the close or La 
Roy Sunderland's Lecture last Friday evening, Nov. 17th, 
1847, the following resolutions, presented by Rev. Mr. 
Morri!l, and seconded by Rev. E. T. Taylor, were passed 
by a large and intelligent auditory-

Resolved, as the sense of this meeting, that we have 
not only been highly entertained in our attendance on the 
Lectures of Mr. Sunderland, by the new, amusing, and 
wonderful experiments he has perfvrmed on his audience, 
but, as we hope, mornlly and intellectually benefite.d by 
the information he has afforded us on the nature aud laws 
of the human mind. 

Resolved, That Mr. Sunderland's gentlemanly and cour~ 
teous manners, his intelligence as a philosopher, his aston· 
ishing success M au experimental lE:cturer upon human 
nature, his generous attention to the sick in his gratuitous 
lectures to ladies, cumml!nd him to the confidence and 
patronage of our citizens ; and that we do hereby earn· 
estly· request him to continue his lectures in our ~ity,.as 
we believe they afford not only instruction, but that kind 
of amusement against which no valid objections can be 
made.-Boston Ch. Freeman, _.Nov. 26, 1847. 

Falhetism.-Mr. Sunderland is e\·idently fast awaken· 
ing public attention to this subject, and demonstrating its 
truth and importance as a science. He is now engaged 
in delivering his sixth successive course of evening lt•ct)lres 
in this city the present season, and his audiences have been 
the whole time highly respectable both in numbers and . 
character. During the same period he hns given three 
gratuitous afternoon lectures each week to ladies, in' which 
he has appl;ed the p1inciples of his science to the treat· 

' ment of disease. So successful han! been his experiments 
· · in this regard, that those benefited, and others ·interesttd, 

have been prompted to present him with a valuable testi· 
monial of their gratitude. On Saturday evening last
after some astoni~hing and thrilling· ·performances with a 
class of &omuambulists-a public presentation was made 
to Mr. S. of a splendid gold watch, by Mrs. Dr. A. C. Taft, 
in behalf of the ladies attending his lectures-accompa· 
Dylll_i the Jift with a beautiful and appropriat4 aedreu, t4 
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which Mr. Sunderland made a very feeling and pertinent 
response. 

The watch was double cased, with one diamond, and a 
compleme!lt of jewels, and cos~ $228. On the iAner case 
the following inscription was beautifully engraved :-

" P nth otis m .-Presented by Ladies of Boston to_ 
LaRoy Sunderland, 1847." 

We believe Mr. Sunderland hn.'l received several similar 
presents in other citi~s...!..and by hill explanation of the 
philosophy of mind and the laws of life and health, has 
won for himself a commendable fame.-Boston Okrono
tgpe, J)ec. 14, 184 7. 

CONCLUSION. 

137. Thus, reader, I have shown you, (a!! far as 
was in my power,) how you may DO GOOD, by fur· 
nishing you with a key for unlocking many, if not 
all, the mysteries of human nature. While that na
ture may be contemplated as a unit, and uniform in 
the elements by which it is developed, yet, devel· 
oped: in different degrees,· both as to qualities and 
powers, we can see why it is that an INFLUENCE, 

which is essentially the same in its phil<?sophy, has 
been known under so many different nqmes. In 
curing disease, it takes the name of "mi'racl~;" 
(12, and 114 to 131,) when low and discordant, it 
is called "evil ;" in another form it is called, "the 
power of God;" iq another, it is "Mesmerism;" 
in another, it is Combativeness and "War;" in 
another, it is Benevolence and Moral Reform.; in 
another, it bears the name of Religion; and here, . 
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too, it is high or low, as the sources "•hence it ori· 
ginates correspond with 

GOODNESS AND TRUTH I 

Celestial Power! in thy divine control 
Ia all that brightens nml exalts the soul! 
Jn~pired by thtw, the lofty spirit glows, 
And form~ its plan to ligllten human woes. 
At thy decree devotion brig!Jter bums, 
And human thought each selfish moth·e spume. 
The wretched seeks a shelter in thy dome, 
In thy a1J,xJ., the orph:u• finds n home; 
For thee the mi~siouary roams afar, 
Thy word his la\V, thy light his polar star! 
All that is good and noble, pure aod free, 

...-sublime ami godlike, has its source in thee I LEwDL 
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AXIOMATIC. 

I. 
MANHOOD.-The true doctrine of manhood, is 

individual sovereignty. Every human being, when 
ma~ured by age, becom~s thereby, so far indcpen· 
dent of all others, as to possess the right of think· 
ing and acting; conditioned, always, that each 
one shall, in Lis proper person, bear the cost of 
his own conduct. 

, . II. 
HuMAN DESTINY.-The destiny of the race is 

eternal progression. Hence, the beginning of an 
existence which is progressive, must be imperftct ,· 
and that imperfection includes whatever'there is of 
evil t'n sickness, pain, sorrow and change, or death . . 

III. 
THE PROBLEM OF EVIL.-1. Absolute goodness 

and absolute evil, are two absolute contradictions, 
and therefore both cannot be t~ue. What we de
nominate evil, therefore, is comparative good. In· 
fahey is an evil, an imperfection, when compared 
with MANHOOD; at the same time, the infant may 
be perfect as an infant, but its state, when com· 
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pared with the ultimate design of its existence, is 
an imperfect one, and hence it must grow, anu pro· 
gress out of it, to one that is higher and better. 

2. If, in any just sense, man's ultimate condition 
may be said to be evil, or more of an evil than his 
infancy, then of such an one may it truthfully be 
affirmed, "It would have been good for that man 
if he bad never been born;" because his birth was 
not a good to him but an evil. But how could nn 
absolute evil be "born," or brought into being, by 
n Parent who is~. was, and always will be, Absolute 
Goodness itself! 

3. If man be the creature of God, his (man's) 
existence must be, on the whole, n positive good, 
unless the source whence he originated be abso·, 
lutely impe1ject. Thus, if the Love of God was 
sufficient to desire man's eternal progression, and 
His wisdom was equal to the means, it must follow, 
unless we suppose the Deity cleficient in po\ver, and 
thus lacking in force sufficient to accomplish what 
his infinit<: goodness would prompt him to do, if 
he could. Hence, if man's existence be not, on the 
whole, a real, positive, eternal good, it must be, 
because the DeiW either did not Clesire it, or if he 
desired it, he did not !mow how to accomplish ; or, 
desiring anJ knowing how to accomplish, he could 
not secure for the want of power. The notion, 
tl1erefore, of absolute evil, cannot be admitted ex· 
cept with its correlative, that the Deity is not abso· 
lutely perfect. 
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IV. 

FREEDOM.-Though man be a sovereign in re· 
spect to his individual rights, yet his existence 
being derived and dependent, in so far he is not 
free. The lo.ws, the nn.turo by which he "is devel· 
oped is Fato to him, . which is the good of which 
his manhood makes him conscious. Were his des· 
tiny absolutely within his own disposal, be being 
imperfect from the beginning, in knowledge, in 
power, and love, absolute failure, might, indeed, be 
the result. 

v. 
AUTHORITY.-In matters. of Faith, then, there 

can be no sufficient AUTHORITY but SUPERIOR 
WISDOM, RS developed through nature and reason. 
The objection to Tradition is, that it is made up of 
an indefinite number of di~onnected links, and 
even if the chain reach bnck to antiquity, it carries 
us to periods when the Race was more ignorant 
than at present, and hence, what was uttered in its 
infancy, cannot be of so much authority, even if we 
know precisely what was said. And besides, sup· 
pose we could ·summon Moses, and St. Paul, and 
Pythagoras, now to stand before us, and they were 
each to answer the following questions in the neg• 
ative:-

Have you progreased in goodness and knowledge 
from the first till now? Have you advanced any 
from the views you entertained when in this world? 
Do you receive more truth now than you did then? 
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.And how much authority would ·now be allowed 
to what these worthies uttered three thousand 
years ago, if they 'should confess that they had 
lived all this while without advancing a. single step 
in I,cnowledge. Or, suppose they were to assure us 
they had progressed in. goodness and truth. Then, 
why should we be required to go back, and confine 
ourselves to the views of things they entertained 
thousands of years ago, and when they had no bet· 
ter facilities for obtaining knowledge than we have 
now? 

VI. 

lNDIVIDU.ALITY.-In one respect only, are all the 
human race alike: In the elements of their being
lifo, motion, and thought. In all else, they must dif· 
ier, as the degrees in which these elemerrts are de· 
veloped in ench .individual, differ ad £njinitum.
Hence, there can be no two absolutely alike in all 
respects; and, of course, uniformity of opinion in 
the race, is not a matter of abstract possibility, 
even. • 

VII. 

JusTICE.-Justice, or Reciprocity, is a matter of 
necessity, as much so as the law of gravitation. 
'I'hi~ is explained by the true Doctrine of Man· 
hood. Each must bear the cost of his own con· 
duct. Each substance thrown into tho air is at· 
tracted back to the earth, with a force, correspond· 
ing rnathematicalfy, with its size and _density. The 
punishment corresponds, al ~ays, with .the cap.Wty 
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of the otrender, and the law that is violated, 
whether it be Phy11·cal, Organic,. or Moral, as each 
of these laws operate independently of the other. 

VIII. 

PUNISHMENT.-The notion that man may vio· 
late any Truth or LAW of Nature, nnd yet escape 
punishment, or bot be hindered in his progression, 
had its origin in the infancy of the race, nod, is 
gradually outgrown as we progress to manhood, 
the same as we outgrow other notions peculiar to 
a juvenile, imperfect state of being. 

IX. 

RELIGION.-The lower first and then the higher. 
The highest Faculties have respect to the higQer 
Truths,-Science, Philosophy, 'l'heology. Hence 
the mental organs appropriate to Religion are the 
highest. .And, when it is conside~ed, that what 
we denominate Religion, embraces two elements, 
Heat and Light, or Love and Knowledge, it is ensy to 

• account for the prevalent forms of Fanaticism 
which have hitherto prevailed. .All religious 
books, including the Bible, Koran, &c., show, how 
far these two elements were developed in the per· 
sons who wrote them; how much they loved the 
Divine, and how much they knew about bim.
And precisely the same inferences are to bo drawn 
from the method4 in which individuals or soeieties 
undertake to worship God. The earnestness of 
their aervioes, and the pains they suffer, show how 
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much they ~~ the Form of their conduct shows 
exactly how much they know of the Supreme In· 
telligence. 

X. 
HARMONY.-As God is Absolute Goodness, Ab

solute Power, Absolute Intelligence, itself, so these 
elements in Him are INFINITE IlARMOl'<"Y. Hence, 
Progression is advancement, gro.wth, from a state of 
discord to one of comparative harmony. The great
est good of each is Individual,·Social, National, 
Universal, Progressive Harmony. 
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